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ABSTRACT

Mother-Toddler Groups -asIL

New Source for Parent Education

by

'Madeleine' Lieber::

Master of Arts in Education

May, 1975

7A chronological overview of the literature traces
the history of Parent Educ'ation in,the sUnited Statet. ". ,

Current methods of education for child rearing are elabor=
ated and the need for programs' to aid young parents ig
discussed. The use of group discussion as a technique is'.

___i_elaborated-and--program-for ten -MTOthersiiiaiheir todd-
e s-167.-dilbed. Phenomena found to be' unique to a,

group of mothers and toddlers are: the issue of separa-
tion, style of participation, the nature and deyelopment !

of the leader. These and other aspeqts of Mother-Toddler
Groups are discussed. Modern urban society offers little !

oppbrtunity to experience the support system that can -1,1
exist in intergenerational family relations. Also there

. is little opportunity
to learn about child rearing in

tradition 1 ways. .

..,)
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TEach member of a Mother-Toddler Groupcan'deVelop '

her own unique repertoire of parenting skills through

S .

the group experience and with the help of a trained

leader.
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Introduction
0 *

Before starting My own family, I had completed a.

et

bachelor's. degree at UCLA, acquired a General Elementary
41 V

Teaching Credential from the State oC California and

taught in the Los Angeles City Schools. ,F011Owing the

V

birth of my second child I completed enough units in Nur- _

sei-y'Education at-UCLA to teach pre = school which.f did for

three years. All this academic preparation. while giving

me the_whdrewitha/ to pursue a teaching career came

second to the knowledge I acquired raising two. youngsters'

of my own. By.,the time my third child vas born,I felt re-

laxed enough. to look at the importance of the very early

years in a chila!sdife.*

. I was chosen to participate in a paraprofessional

mmunity, Mental Health

.r
-Center,ICedarw-Sinak Medical Center. in Los Angeles (Reid,

.

Pearce and Brown, 1971). The PIPS (Pre-school and Infant

Parenting Service) is a primary preventive program which

'offers time limited counseling service plus referral with-.

in the Mental Health Center when indicated. There is also'

1
the PIPS, "Warm Line" which is a Alephone fine staffed by

volunteer social workers and child development specialists

1 Who are-available for consultations (anonymously if de-
.

sired) on .day to day difficulties* extierlencedby young par-

ents. Following my training, working conjointly with i

social workers, I led time -limited discussipn groups for

mothers with their toddlers. I have also been a consul-

8
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tant on the "Warm Line" since its inception.
V

I had found success in dealing with young.-childien

and adults and was,=-0,:vilitTiOmP training in individual

psychodinamics and marital and family dynamics at Ceddrs.6

Sinai. At this Toint4 felt that to be able to perform:

`responsibly as a rofessional in the field of Early Child -i.

Nr,

,hood Education (which was rfrgoal) I needed to, augMtint my i

education and training in educwhoneXPsychology.. %n 1970..

i

0° 'I was'admi"tted to the Masters'PrograM%in EduCatiOnal,

Psychology .at the California State Univertity4 Northridge.'°'

During my studies accepted,a fieldwork placement

whidh involved establishing a Mother-Toddle; PrograM.
P

Starting with seven mothees.two year ago-;-I now lead

three- puch groups; each with ten mothers.

My familiarity with earl -y-pa in h

r roups made it a natural Choice for

investigation as a final.trpatise in graduate study.

.

9
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Chapter 1s HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF.EDUCATION FOR CHILD /
REARING INCLUDING REVIEW OF THE.LITERATURE

.

.Historically there ilaire'been.seveialssourCeS for ed-

..

ucation fort child rearing. The oldest is folk wisdom

Wherein tried. and tzue methods were passed °on to .new par-
4

4 ents through thefamily and tribe: When the medical pro-

fession began to contribute to the field of parent educa-

tion with its kriowledge of physiology, doctors'ind other

1

medical workers began to disseminate' Information on the

healthful ways of caringifor infants and young children.

Church discudsion groups ana school personel eXpandetthe

information ,available on emotional, social and moral: devel-

opment. Parent Education and training was carried'on by

.discussion groups and lectures for parents.

,Professi*nal, private and public educational organizations

and government agen51.es,conducted research studies and

.pilot programs in an effort to provide newvand,improved

Methods of Parent' Education for large.scale audiences.

The beflavioral.sciences gave us new 'truths and experts 'in
Ip

child gmth And deVelopment to. enhance the field. The

'growth of Parent Education in this country can be traced

chronologically through the literature of the field.
. ,

10
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Education for child rearing has undoubtedly existed

since methers'and grwidmithers have taught their children .

\how to treat intants,andtaddArslitnd to pass on knowledge
r A

ft.
if life-experience andcultiaral wisdom ory child rearing;

In our Western civilization, the advent of pechanibal

I printing enabled thesword to "be spread in even greater

quantity than -ever before. According to Whiting (1970

printed adyice.for methers.first existed in medical books.

/
She also found thaVthere are detailed treatises4n, the

1

English language giving advice and counsel to mothers in-

print dating from the mid-eighteenth Century. .,

Education for parents in the Unit:1d States goes back

to 1800. Before that time information on care was

dissAminoted_tp, mothers, through importitish from' Europe

where an active' program ei educating parents already ex -.

1 isted. "Miternal Associations" were organized by the wives

of missionariesAnd clergymen in the early 1800's. TheseAt

were mainly study grodps which emphasized bible study and

prayer as a means of training children. According to

Suntey, (19N before 1820 mothers remilarly met' in such

groups°because they were concerned about the religious

and miral improvement of their children. Included in

discussion were techniques f.)r- "breaking the will,"

pecially by thoSe'groUps of mothers belonging to the num-:

erous Calvinist and'Protestant sects of the time.

fN
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During the first half of the, 19th century practical.'
h,

advice on infant dare- became available-for the first time

frim Americap sources. Breast feeding'wasbAvocated but.

it was acknowledged that for some mothers "artificial
4 4 . .I

'feeding" would have to be the choice. TherewasLadvice on'
:

.

,-
Weaning and cautionsagainst'overfeeding which. wag util-

t .ized by many parents,-nurses, and elder siblings in order

4.

to elieit 4baby's pleasure response. Warnings wete. also

issued against_the overase of drugs and alcoholwhich many

recommended for use in stopping crying and promoting sleep.

Dressing infants in loose clothing so they could move

about gradually replaced swaddling which was customary as

an effort to duplicate the comfort of the womb. Doctors

wrote about toilet training although there was not much

information .about how long it khckuld take and.when it

should be initiated. Standards of cleanlinesswere very

high and these of course, 'had their mor4counterparts

"For dirt and indelicacy are'frequent companions, and a

disregard for the 'decencies of life is a step toward in

difference toward its virtues." (Barwel1,1844).

Masturbation presented a serious. problem to the

.

Ns

parents of this period. European doctors whose books were

read in
4

th.is country were apparently the originators of

warnings of the dire conseiuehces of a child's touching

his genitals for purpeSes other,thn hygiene.

12
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lished providing mothers with specific advice oechrtld*

0

rt from books, there were, amphlets and magazines pub -

hed

care. Sun]ey (i955) =points out that Mothers' Magazine,
O

was first published.in 1830, Mothers' Assistant in 1841t

and Parents' Marrazine (not the current publication)-ran.

from 1840-1850.

The nursery and kindergarden movement which emerged

during the late 1800's was interested in parent education

from its inception. Herbert Spencer, an influential wri

-ter- of-the time.dipeatedomudhof his writing to the educe:-

tipn af parents 1861, in his Education': Intellectual,

anJ ihyfAcaA; he ranked educaticin "to perform par-

en'al duties" ahead of such objbctives as that of being

a gdod citizen,

The oldest ,organization in the United States having a

,continuous parent education program, the Society for the

i

Study of Child Nature (now known as the' Child Study Asso-
_

elatiOn of America) was founded in 1888. It was founded

by five motherd at the suggestion of Pr; Felix Adler and

the earliebt programs consisted in studying the works of

authorities of the times goUsseau, Spencer, Froebel and

Montessori. Later, G. Stanley Hall and Havelock Ellis

were added to the list. Todaythat,association still

works to strengthen family and community life thrbugh

mental health education. It also.sponsors counseling and.'

discussion groups for parents.

13
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*Another- group formed at the same-time was theAsociatiOn
1

of Collegiate Alumnae now the American Association of
.

University Women. It had as its aim the promotion of ed-

ucational advancement of women and the raising of educa-

Ltional standards including thise for parent education.

.TOday AAUW has among-its functions a research service that

receives and distributes information,about -education.

During the period of 1890 to 1900 the National

_Congress _of Parents and Teachers was founded. Originally

organized as the Congress of Mothers, its statement of
e

purpose included the education of parents in child develop-
,

ment.

The printed med$a carrying materials for parents and

.
beginning in this decade include Good Housekeeping, Ladies'

Nom Journal, and Woman's Home Companion.) According to

. .

L rd-Bowman-149391-zucilRAL!.111Others of the

period carried uticles in '1,fight Terrors of Children,"

"Parents and the Nervous ChAld," and the like. rge
fi

numbers of parents were beginning,to be reached an acc-

ording toiLighty and BoWman, mothers of privileged classes

were pietty sure to be in touch with one'or another of the
l^

organizations interested in her conduct toward her child-
. t

ran, For the less privileged bothers there were the
P

settlement house's with groups for motherb and kinderiarde

mothers' clubs instituted-under Froebel's influence.

The first twenty years of the 1900's, were an import-

14
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,ant era in initia

education. Alth

initiated somew

,it ",..derived

6

ting federal government support, ibr parent':

ough parent education in this county as

hatlike a folk movement to the extent that -

its impulse from the interest and.initiati-vp__

of parents themselves.4." (Langmuir, 1933), private organ-

:izations did not enter into large-scale parent education

'activities until after 1920 (Brim, 1968). Therewere four .

key programs developed during this period which describe
. A

the exte

ucation

Bureau

Welfa

.Chil

nt of federal government involvement in pareht

. The first w4s thetestablishment of the Children's

in 1912. The first White House Conference on Child.
re, the 1909 Conferende on .the Care of Dependent

6

dren, resulted ih4the writing of the Child's Charter'

and the.creation of the Bureau., The Children's"Bureau was
,

.

..

, .

placed in the
,
Department og Labor in 1913; it is'now

.

part
.

, "
of the Social. and Rehabiaitation Service in the Department

of.Health, Education and Welfare.. It offers advice and
w," 0

grantg-U-state-hea-19Land-wElfare_agencies to broaden and

iof

improve maternal and child health, family and child *welfare,
/-

and crippled Children's services. In 1914 the first edition

,of Infant Care was publiihed confirming the interest of,the

BureMin parent education since its inception.

The second federal program authoriied by the federal

,government was the Smith-Lever Act which in 1914 .provided.

for 2,000 County Home Demonstration Agents as part of the '

Departmentof Agriculture.

L..

15
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These agents carried on demonstration projects in 116 e-

Making, home management, and -child care, among other
0

duties.

1917, the Smith -Hughcs Act defined "homemaking"\as
A

a basic vocation for women. This act provided that educaav!

tion for homemaking, whith included classes in child care,.

was to be ;administered by the Office of Education.

In 1918, the fourths key federal governbeht program of

thin teriod w71,1 boznn. The United States Public Health

5.; e4".\ A C e- be SyTpo-c-A. q19,filram_s (I i 00ccction with
. . . 1

spr*c:',1 nmphisi!-7 on= We- health of children.

! . The period of 1900-192d:was also an important era
i

1 e
,

. becauSe many typesof organizations. were founded which

r

would later play a major role in Ment education. In

;1911, the first child Study center in America was begun in

the State'llniversity of Iowa under the leadership of Carl

AE; Seashore. In 1917, Under a grant from the state legis-

11

latve, the Child Welfare ,Research Station' was established

in Iowa.
1. .

. In 1909, the National Committee on Meptal Hygiene was'

founded by Clifford Beers. This group, was mainly concern-
1 ,

ed with .improving treatment and with helping people learn
f

more about mental' illness. In 1950 it merged with :other

&soups to form the current Ational Association' for Mental

Health. During the past decades this group stimulated cer- .

tain educational programs for;-parents designed to promote

mental health.
,

, 16 -



The year 1.916'saw the first cooperative nursery '

school opened at the University otChicago. This was the

forerunner of the many current cooperative nursery schools

which, according to Brim (1968) engage in parent educat-4

ion.

The Committee on Marriage and the Rome of the Fed-

eral Council of Churches of Christ in America (now the

National Council of the Churches of Christ in the.United

States of America) was orianized 1.11109-to-dtimialate

churches to.develop programs of education for family

life: Most' of the major religious groups issue period-

icals, and conduct other educational projects dealing with

_all phases of family activity.

During the6e rears, the concept of the child, was

thus, that he was "...endowed with strong and .dangerous
,

impulses. These Were notably autverotic, maturbatory,
I 1

and thumbsucking..." (Wolfehstein, 1955). The image of

the child at this period was that he was "...centripetal)

tending to get pleasure from his own body." Wolfenstein,

.1955). Mothers were urged to wage a relentl'ess battle

Against the'child's sinful nature. She was advised, in
k

1914, by Infant Care, to use restraints such as tying the

child's feet to opposite sides of the crib, pinning

nightgown sleeves to the sheets, using a patent cuff to

hold the elbow stiff, and covering the child's hands

during sleep- to combat sudh offenses as self-stimulation



1
.

,

or thumbsucking. 1Wolfenstein, 1955) . Dtring this time

period there was a clear-cut distinction between what the

baby "needed," his legitimate,requirements, whether it is
to

essential to his health and well- being; on the one hand,

)1

and what t e baby

strivings, on the

"wanted,," his illegitimate pleadure

other, This was it kustra ted for in-

stance, in the question of whether or not to pick up a

baby when he cried. In 1914, it was important to discern

-whether he-reallyneeded

something. The e baby who,

; ' I
something .or whether he wairWl

was picked up when,he cried,

held and rocked when he wanted it, soon grew into's.

to,,Infaht Care, in 1914. Early indul=

the *ay to make the baby more ilfemanding

tyrant,, according

gence was,deen as

.

as he grew older. The .mother of 1914 was told via Infant'

Care that parents shduld, not play with their young'child-

ren .% A young, delicate baby needs rest and quietland

even with a robUst child the means used to make the baby

P.

laugh (tickling, kissingor tossing) may make him rest:.

less, The'darigerousness of play .-was related to that ,of

the ever present sensual impulses.whichmist be constantly

guarded against.

The pptiod of 19M.1930 sac., a substantialigrowth'of

parent education. Overseventy-five majororgenizations

conduCted parent education programs (NSSE,.1929).. Among

them were: national organizfttions such as the Child Study

Association of Ameiiicavuniversity-based and other

n

/718
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1

research programs such as the Institute of Child Weiiiare

at the University of Minnesota, teachers' colleges mid

normal schools, such as Teachers College at Columbia

University, women's colleges, for example, Vassar, home

economic. divisions of land -grant colleges, state depart.'

ments of vocational educatio(n, state- departments of

education, public school systems, pri4Ste schools.

schools, social agencies, child guidance agencies, healttil-

agenbies, and religious- Orianizai-OhC '

;A notably influential organization for parent

education was the-Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial

established in 1918. It continued for a'decade and some

of the funds -left at its termination in 1928 were used towere.

create'the Spelman ,Fund._ The MemOrial, in 1923, initiated
$

A
a parent education program which was continued the

,>Spelman Fund. Fundd-were prOvid-ed for the establishment

of child study centers such as the Institute for Child

.Research at Teachers College, the Institutes of Child
0

Welfare at Minnesota and,CaliforniA, and theJOhildy0fare

I

Research.3tation in Iowa.- It wsks planned that such or.

. '3ganizations would.conductreseixfqh and provide sound.

findings in parent education diiectly to parents, The

Memorial.also,supported training pr4rams,iii parent ed-

ucation through felloWships foi home e'doniMicsstudents

in nursery school settings who would work dpiCtly with

parents. 4 L.
. 6

1,9
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ple*Memorial had a warm relationship with 'the Child

Study Associationr-ofAterica from its inception, and in

1925 two events were held which focused the country's

attention on parent education and the growing child study

movement. These were the Conference on Modern Parenthood

which was attended by'1,500 persons SSE 1929) and the-

first national conference of professionals working in

parent edUcation held in the United States. At the clode

of the conferenbe And with the aid of-the iallit-Spolman*

Rockefeller Memorial, the Child Study Association of

---America organized a National Council of Parent Education

which hid-as its aim further `development of the field of
. .

pargnt education. --In-1953, it became part of the National

Council on Family Relations which,-first organized in

1938; brought together in :one organization the Ieiders_in,4

research, teaching and professional services in the field

of marriage and the family. It publishes Marriage and

Family Living, aquarterly Containing articles for

parents and professional workers.

At the close.of this decade the third WhiteHouse,

Conference had as one of its -major committees, the
4

Committee on,the Family and Parent Educatidn. This

'Committee's report covered several . areas of parent ed-

ucation. One subcommittee,Tousing and Home Management,
0

included in its recommendations the call for proMoting
led

means fft informing parents wand recognized the value of .

20
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discussion programs. Local home information centers

were urged to provide information on all phases. of home

improvement Including classes for adult education in

home care of children. Mite House Conference, 1931) .

There were recommendations on home safety, health and

sanitation of mattresses, size of beds, daily schedules

the assistance of fathers in the home, budgeting,

nutrition, health needs, clothing, and the personnel

phases-of-familyPlife4--The-White HtiVte-Ctthierence

Report of 1931 presents a definitive description of

activities,, and analysis of-issues at thht. time.
.

The beginning of the 1930's saw a tremendous expan -'

sign of program activities and professional researchin

the field of education, for child rearing. In 1935, the

U.S. Office of Education catalogued the public and
I

private agencies which had programs in parent education:

the list covered 53,pages. (Brim, 1968). Much growth

in the field occurred in program expansion in the

.public school and in nursery school and pre-school

settings. These were supported by the activities of

the Worl;s Progress Administration during the depression.

(ThcNyPA made available teachers, 'group leaders, and

other 'trained personnel to 'interested groups to pre.:

sent'basic materials on child behavior.
NN

21
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The National Counc il of Parent Education, supported

by the Laura Spelian Rockefeller ifieMorial, was the focal-

point of training activities. By 1932, courses in

parent education were offered in one or more colleges

, and univerities in at least 25 states. (Botsard, 1954).
1

1 These programs were largely concentrated in-academic_
-

e

settings having child de'velopment and child welfare

research stations, with accompnying parent education

programs. In the 1933 edition of ithe Encyclopedia of

the Social Sciences, Nary Fisher Langmuir wrote-an

article on parent education outlining as the"purpose

the movement "...to foster insight on the part of

parents into their,own personalities and into their

family relationships." She went on to state that In 1933

the professional status of the parent education -Movement

ai'ose from methodology and point of vidw rather than from
ck,

content, since in'order to help parents meet actual

17

situationa'and problems it would be necessary to intro-

'duce them to knowledge from hygiene, nutrition, sanitation,

psychology, mental hygiene, education and others. During

the 1930's professionals in thefield attempted to serve

children and parents by making them aware-of new

knowledge and tephhiques of child care. Also, pa'rdnts
1

of the period were, beginning to realize that traditional

methods of rearing children were not fitting-individuals

© . to meet the complicated social and economic conditions
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of the time and were turning to relevant,branches of

knowleie for guidance. Langmuir also noted that emphasii
°

in, the 1930's had shifted to relationships within the

!family from predominant interest vin the. child.

The major development of this decade was in the area

of,professional research. Two organizatiOns were primar-

ily responsible for a the bulk of the findings. At the
tCA vei PA,nU, ))-1\50A614.e. Sete, Vniversity

,

n of widobr, influrcial studies were

made unuer the leadership or Ralph ujaann. The series

included research on the validity of information given °si
!.to parents, theeffectiveness efIarent education'

programs, and the coinparative'success of different
A-

methods, such as lectures versus group discussions (Brim,

1968). The National Council of Parent Education was the

other organization with a major research program. It

was the publisher of a professional journal, Parent

Educatioht'for the five years from 1934 to 1938. The

journal carried authoritative discuSsions of theoretical

and research issues in parent education, and 'served as.a

cz,

mediut for the exchange.of information on professional
1

activities in the-United States. The Council also

supported several research studies. One was HelerOdtmer'S'
_ .

The Field of Parent Education, which presented a critical"

study -of the researchldata on.-parent education up to 1934

and suggested research topics requiring ktudy.

18
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The second was May Shirley's Can Parents Educate'One

Another? which was an early attempt..to evaluate the

relative e'ffectivenesS'of'different,parent education

methods, Inddition, the Council Operated a fellowship

program in which 122 fellowships were granted between 1926

and 1934,

During the early 1930's some:professional students

of the family had questioned, through th9ir writings, the

permanency of traditional family life and Oe

of parental, in contrast to institutional, child rearing

4Br4 1968), Thelpamily by Edward Reuter and Jessie R.

Runner illustrates this point of view: "Numerous organ-
.

izations operating on'a quasi- or' pseudoscientific,

child welfare stations, parent education organizationi,
. 4

I
chaiacter education institutes, family research stations,

and the'like, are motivated by fear of change and a

desire to preserve or reinstate the old and faiiliar ar-

rangements'that are apparently crumbling to ruin."

Within ten years this View point itself crumbled

when growing evidence of the durabilitY and importance of '

the traditional pareht-child-socialization pattern came

to fighi. Anthropological reearch on other cultures,

wartime (Freud and Burlirgham, 1944),and earlier studies,

of institutionalization on children, and,ah unpredictable

upturn in the national birth rate, served to reaffirm the

importance of and interest in, the traditional family

24
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pattern (Brim, 1960...

But the late.1930's, did see a decrease in the amount

of interest in parent education. ..tt causal factor in the
1

decrease of professional activities in the'field was the

termination, in 1938, of the Spelman FUnd's support of
)

parent 'education. Without this financial support the-

National council of Parent Education disbanded,in 1938,
,

Fortunately,: because of increaSed Support in pdrent edu-

cation-coy public organizations such as state depart- 1.

!

ment4 o education, public health services, and the like

the extent of parent education programs. was not effected.

An important 'shift in thesparent education field
1.

was taking place and noted in 41.937 by Nenchan., He wrote

that the new direction being taken in the field .of educam
Net.

tion for child rearing was towards, concern for mothers

and fathers, where liefoi-e it had focused on the child.

. He felt approaching parents in a group was mdse. helpful
P -

'than an approachto individual families. The discussion .

method, according to Menchan, was most effective and that

written materials. were helpful as a follow -up.

'Menchan felt that parents needed to participat,e'in the

solution? of their problems and that recipes eliminated °

the possibility of a problem-solving approach.

In his book, Introduction-to:Child DeAlor;ment and Parent

Education, Menchan states that major problem areas for

parents included: the potent desire by children for the

I
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.attention of their parents, sex education, and*the

tendency to compare one child with another: His book:""

covers khowledge of the physical processes from preg-

O

nancy, through birth and the early years of growth and

information on nutrition, language, social, development,

mental testing and growth, and marriage and birth "con-

trot. In all it is an all-inclusive source for both

parents and profsbsionalp (which ,I as a parent eduCation.

professiorial still find relevant tpday),-

IdParents and Children Go- to School ,by Baruch,

published in 1939, the author'states that a major or

working goal of parent education programs was that of

comforting pa'rents and of miking,them feel secure. She
.

stated that parents are ieople,in their own right, and

that the home and school should be coordinated to guide

the imporiant early years of a child's life wisely.

Baruch also,stAed that there.Was.not enough inter-

4.

;penetratiOn of t)4' field oflmentai hygiene And the field .

of education and not' enough interpenetration of .the

ucation oPparents and the education of children. It 412.

seems that for the' first time, at the close ofthe.191!sel

the thouiht'was put forwa 'rd that pardnts could be eased'

from'the idea that' theirs alone was the task of reartng ,

children..without help, and that igmorance in technique

was'no transgression.
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he report of the Committee on the,Infantand Pre-
.

school Child published in 1936 incauded a survey of .

three thouiand kmeiican families. Section III of the
4

report dealt with Education and Training of both child-
..

ren. and parents. Within the 3,000 families was a rep-

resentative sample of seven different social leVels based

on the scale of paternal occupation cievped at the

Univ'ersity of Minnesota from the Barr scale and the

TausgigsCale (White House Conference,, 1936). The seven

jelassesused were;

-
. I Professional: -

_

II Semiprofessional and managerial.

II Clerikal, skilled trades, and retail business

IV Farmers

V Semiskilled occupations, minor clerical positions,
and minor business

VI Slightly skilled trades and other occupations re.
quiring little training or ability

VII Day laborers of all classes

In summary, the survey found that about half the

parents in the group had read no books'on child care in

the.year preceding the interview; proportion vtiriedrom

25 percen.Vin Class.I to 75 'perCeptin ClaSs VII., The

higherclassess.it was found,'were more likely to read

pamphlets and articles on childcare in magazines and

newspapers, and fathers read less than the mothers on
rr

. I
this subject.
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It was,reported that' very few f the fathers attended

parent teacher associations or child study groups but

one-half of the, mothers did. The latter were` more 'pop-
/

,ular among the iothel's in the upper classes.

The years ,of 3.941 to 1950 saw major growth in the use

of parent educ4ion by workers in thesfidld of mental

)213

.

.hPalth'who srlw it as a means to prevent mental
_

illness..

eivc, (e00) 44 idxiloThakeetkliti: G6kkattde
r)"\

ax\ a 4-1.,e C6ft6r65
r

ral--44 -rtAchers
.

to-

4 _ -

. r-

i ge publishedublished an outlIne for a course of child study ,

with suggested readingg for parents interested in under -'i

:1 A
1

standings theipelves and their children. It was titled !

. k...

Parent Education: The First,Year'Book of the National
s

Congress of Parents andTeachers (Brip, 1968).

During thewar; mental health screening ptocedures

1

Were refined and they showed '6' ch a prevalence of mental

illness that the immddiate.pos war period'saw passate of

the National Mental Health Act in.1946.. Under this act,
0

each state received federal funds to operate community

mental hdalth programs hany of which included.pa.rdnt

education. 'In 1947, the first annual Institute for

Yorkers in Parent Education was held Under joint sponsor

ship of'the National' Committee on Parent Education 'arid
. e

the Child Study AssociatiOn'of America. The Child Study'

Associatiog still holds suCh annual institutes and also

publishes the Parent Education Exchan.ge Bulletin.
or

c. . . .

.
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Apong.the popular literature of the time was Living .

t

with,Children IChittenden, 1944). at is an introduction
. 4

to the field of child development for students and

It presents information on the various stagqp.

of growth from early childhood through adolescence with,
\

knowledge of the physiological, emotional, social and

play needs of each-age group. Chittenden saw the family

asia laboratory of Democracy with each member contribut-

ing something to family living. Through' this,_ vehicle .

basic truths could be exemplified and taught, to children.

Some of the principles 'to be learned in. a family, accorA.7,

in g to Chittenden, were each member has a art .in

making the rules, there is respect for differences,

there is no,,disgrace in failure, and feelings are accep-

ted. So apart from seeing that children.were fed, shelt-

ered, clothed and loved, the author felt that parents

had,the duty of.raising their children to be resPonsive

and responsible adults.

Change in the perception of the child from. earlier

periods was noted in Infant Care, the bulletin of the

.I Children's Bureau (Wolfenstein, 1955). In the years from
4.

1928 to 1938 the baby had been described as being full of

dangerous impulses. In 102 and 1945 Infant Care por-

trayed thii\aby as a more diffuse and moderate character.

Where in early years parents had been warned of the

dangerd of handling of.the genitals, the erogenous zones

29
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did not have such focal attraction in the 1940s.
-...

Wolfenstein stated: "The baby ii interested- in eivloring:

his world. If he happens to put his thtmb in his mouth

or to torch his genitals, these are merely incidents,

and unimportant ones at that, in his over-all exploratory

progresa." The Infant Care bulletin of -.1942. Stated 1 =

"The baby will not spend much time handling his. ger:1.UL;

if ha:-4ias-other- interesting -thingsto-d :"--Cifolfehateinf

1955).., In the' early Tart of the cenillry it was thought

Nand. taught by many, that what was enjoyable 'was wicked .or'

,deleterious. By the 1940s there had _been .a change. One
.

. ,

author of the period wrote: ' "What is pleasant is also '-

good." (Wolfenstein4 1955). Play became -associated with

harmless and healthful motor and exploratory activities.

It was felt that play could be fused with all the act.

ivities of life. "Play and singing make both mother and
. .

baby enjoy the routine of life , " stated Infant dare in

1945. One. wonders with such urging, if parents of that

time did not begin to feel somewhat piassured into en-

joying their children. -Formerly a mother's evaluation of

herself, was,based on whether or not she was doitig the

right or necessary things. With new expectations. for

enjoyment of Mothering ihe degree to which she. enjoyed

her role were related to deep personal feelings about her

child, 'feelings which may not always be under voluntary

control.

.
, 1
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.'The '1943 edition of the Encyclopedia of Child
f

Guidance' (Winn, 1943) included "an. extensive ,s(rticle on

Parent Education by Olive A. Cooper, M.D.. Pig noted that

some leading, writers in the field'were addressing them-
.

selves more to the emotional factors involved Si child

rearing. J. D. Abbot, a leader in the field. of Parent

Education stated: ",..The information parehtshave

received-has been on a verbalacale and on an. intellect-

ual basis...We want to teach them how to apply material

to the care 'of their, own pa,

2
icular child and. to give

them an understanding of th child's impulse,, desires,

and needs." (Winn, 1943). Copper went on in her

article*to state: "Because of'the 4-sy and varied

,
_emotional factors inherent in a parent-child relationship,,

it is obvious why'a presentation.of factual material as

a form of Parent Education may not be availing. "It is

4
only when we_think in terms of attitudes and underdtand

their deeper implications that we shall be able to make

a worthwhile contribution to'a parent in his job of

rearingoohildren." (Winn, 1943).-

The year 1945 saw the publicition of The Common Sense

Book of Baby, and Child dare by Dr. Benjamin Spock. It

s row ltdated and revised esBabyand Child Care (Sboc3x,

1962). This book in its various forms and, languages has,

over the. years, remained the most/widely recommended

handbook for parents ever published.

. . .
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Spook's purposes-for writing thie volume is stated in his
,

introduction to parents* "This book is notmeant to be

used for diagnosis or treatment; it's only meant to give.

you a general understandjmg Of children,, their troubles.,

and their needs..:Everi- child is different, every parent .

[ is different, every illness or behavior problem is
o

somewhat different from every other. All I can do is
__:,

describe the most common developments andproblems, in

the most general terms. Remember that you'Itmow a.lot

about your.child and I don't know anything.about him.
.

(Spook, 1962). This writer would venture to guess, that

over the yearki-milliails61 parents hai'm turned to this

.all-inclusive-volume on child rearing at one time.or

another for answers to questions and that a large-per-

centage of them consider it their primary manual. Spock

is easy to read and particularly easy to come back to

since'in his philosophy he states, "The fact is that

child rearing is & long, hard job andthat parents are

just as human as their children." ( Spock, 1962).

The decade fromj950 to 1960 saw the continued shift

in interest in mental health and other areas of human

concern from. treatment to prevention. Parent education,.

which was employed primarily as a preventive technique,

grew as a field) ip both breadth and recognition. At the

national level there were several programs. sponsored by

governmental agencies many of which continue to the

32



present time,
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The .program in the Department of Agriculture was a ,'

s."

continuation of the program begun in 1914 ad'a result of

the Smith-Lever Act. Parent education in that depart-

ment occurred in the context -of the extension service

affiliated with the land-grant colleges in several

states. Wr Li enmaturia-lsorrnod nutri orraiddtrer

aspects of homemaking_were published and ;training prog-

rams were held to prepare county agents for leadership

in educational programs.

Within the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare, established in 1953, the Office of Education,

the Social Security Administration, and the Public

Health Service' carry on programs which werebegun in the

1950s. The Division of State and. Local School Systems

in the. Office of Education aims to improve the counseling

1,
of parents by teachers (Brim, 1968). Relevan't)materials

were and are publishedu conferences and workshops are

.
held and direct consultation is available. As a'result

of the Smith - Hughes Act of 1917 the Rome EconoMics

Education branch administers certain funds to state

departments of education and alts as consultant. 'A

ma,or emphasis is'on parent education which'most fke-

quently takes the form of adult education classes ad-

minis ered,by home economists in the departments of'ed-

ucaiion at the state or community level.
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The Children's Bureau which was transfer4pd to the

Social Securijy Administration in 1946; continued to
1

,

promote the health and welfare of children and to publish

*che famous Infant Care. Through 1955 almost 60 million_

copies of that publication had been distributed.

Within the.I.Rubiii-Hea.lt.h-Se-r-v-ice-the,-..n, lest-prowl

29

activity was carried out by theliational-Institute of

Mental Health. During the 1950s with its funds for re-

search'in.the field. of mental helth,..the,Institute

carried out a nuffiber of large-scale studies seeking to

evaluate the effects of parent education.-

The National Congress of Parents and Teachers in late

1957 had more than nine million members and in 1970 had

over ten and'. one -half million members. Its'tbousands of

parent study groups continue to be active in parent ed-

ucation and it is probably the largest membership organ-
!

ization in the field. It's National PTA Bulletin and

The PTA Magazine contain materials for parents on child

rearing. In addition to these monthlies, special

materials for parents in the for of topical pamphlets

are published.
0

More and more publications became available for
A

parents as well as students and professionals involved

in parent education. Bossard's Parent and Child came out

in 1953. He was interested in the sociological aspects,

of family life and wrote of the influence on children.
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by members of the household other than parents (siblings,\

grandparents or household help.) At the Conclusion of

the 1950 White House Conference, Bossard stated that

healthy.personality is mot definite* established at

one age period, but can be strengthened or weakened at
tl

any.time. Bossard stressed the importance of the re.'

lationship between individuals working and living to-

gethergether when he said: "...the feelings for children on

the part of parents.ancrprofessional.people are more

important than the technique they use." (Bostard,193).,

Difficulties in parenting were beginning to be

recognized clinically in the 50's (Spock,, 19541).4

Parents. reported anxiety and doubt over facing the care4.-

of-their first child. Concerns that ignorance of the

latest "scientific theory" would hinder attempts to

raise children'properly and mothers' resentment about

the duel role of homemaker and parent, prevented many

couples from fully enjoying their children. ;Spook, felt

that even with the large amount of knowledge available

individuals concerning theMielves with child rearing and,'

its problems should be doing a vastly better-job in

children's adjustment. (Spock, 1954b). In. an article on

new findings in the field of Psychology, Anna Wolf stat--

ed that there was a need for scientific knowledge to be

translated into parents' day-to-day flying with

children.. (Wolf, 1954). She went on to say that diet-
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dussion and guidance were still needed to teach` how the

-primary and selfish drives of young children needed to

be' controlled and directed for `each child's best"develoi.-

ment.

In 1953, as the result a ,grant by the FunCtoe.
,

,1

Adult'Education to the Univertity-s of Chicama'Parent

Education Project Was launched under the'direction'of.

Ethel.Kawin. Approximately 1300 study-discussion groups.

were launched in Parenthood in a Free Nation programs.

After eight years and three volumes a systematic course

was designed 'to help parents acquire knowledge.of child

development and understanding of 'children's needs at

various stages of development (Kawin,_1954). The gen-

eral aim of the Project was to develop mature, responsi-

ble citizens in a free society. The series was designed

to help parents acquire a-philosophy of parenthood. The

basic concepts were formulated in such'a way that there

Were easily recognizable implications and applications'

fof daily life situnsof parents :and children. A

manual published by theProject was also made available.:
4 \

for those.interested.in training for parent education.

Another volume written by\Benjamin Spook was pub-

lished in 1954. It promised tO\aarry_on1wherOaby and

Cate.left off. Dr. Spock,Talks W_ ith Mothers.

(Spock, 1954a) was written in a very relaxed style of-
, \\

fering parents assurance as well as praCtioal advice.
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He counseled parents to ;refrain from feelingpressured

into choosing between extremes of discipline and per-

missiveness and "...to relax, use their own good sense

and enjoy their children more fully.". (Spock,19540.

S ook was also involved in creating *a _pictorial rep-
,

resentation of a childi's first year. (Spook and

Reinhart, 1955). In it, photographs by Wayne-Miller,

portray the pregnancy, birth and infancy of a young

child. 'The comments and interpretations offer sound'

knowledge for parents as well as the sharing of passion.

ate emotions, of the young mother and father.
I)

Another volume widely used was:-Written by Seltha

Fraiberg. In The Magic Yearspraiberi, '1959) the
a

story of.personality development during the first five
f . .

years of life is described acid typical probleMs that Om!.
, ,

I

erge with each developmental stage are discUssed. i

1

.
Fraiberg wrote from a psychoanalytic point of.viev( but her.

style is liberally sprinkled with intellectual, breadth
, '

and good sense. Her warm understanding of bothchildhood

and parenthood help `in providing understanding for parents

who,find.her book most.helpful in learning how a young

child copetwith his ever-widening'world.

.Though many authors of parent education books

haVe been sensitive to parent anxiety, there have

beeli materials that have pobiibly heightened rather than

alleviated concern.' As a parent acquires more develop-

L
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mental information about children there is the possibil-

ity of-increased worry, and concern about the child. A

book or article discussing child development yet ig.

noring.the parental condition in all its manifestations

---islack-ing--as:..-an.--aid-itvparenteducation. An example of

this is Child Behavior (Ilg and 'Ames, 1955). The .,..

Gessell Institute has as its aim the gathering of evid-
,

ence to broaden knowledge of the lawS):of human'growth.

(Ilg.and Ames, 1955). Atho ;full of developinental

information Child Behavior ffers very little advice or

comfort. Typical behavior is described and discussed

with little sensitivity to the trials of the average

parent; .

Ar most comprehensive work on parent education was

published in 1959, The Child Study Association of

America proposed thatrthe Russell Sage Foundation sup-

1

port a study of the field of parent education from the

point of view of social science. Education:,for Child

Rearing (Brim, 1968) provides an organized presentation

of the field of parent,education. The first part deals

with assumptions and objectives of parent education,

while the second section descries procedures and re-

ports their results. The evaluation asks many questions

and points to ways in which social science.knowledge and

ideas could be. efficiently applied to problems of

practice in the field and to problems on which basic

38
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research, is needed. .Almost twenty years cafter Publica7.

tion this'book still.serves a unique function as a

comprehensive introduction to the field.

The past fifteen years has seen the field of parent

education evolve to 'a stage where programs a&reaching

ore parents than ever before. Parent education is.

taking place to a greater extent especially in in effort

to help those parents who are culturally or'econbileally

deprived. Also there-are many programs, public and

private especially for.''those families with children who

are physically or emotionally handicapped or who have

learning difficulties.

The various federal programs' r mentioned above continue

to offer broad scale technical assistance and guidance

with aid to public and private organizationvin the area

of children's services (Appalachian Regional Commission,

1970).

The Child Study Association of America is still the

only noncommercial natianal.organization devoted solely

to parent education. ,Its workshops and,publicatiOns are

for parents and professionals alike. The Association's

emphasis ii:Ctraining in the use of'its ethicational

methods, its major conc'rns being human relations, child

development and parent education, -With 3,000 national

members, the AssOciation attractb nearly 2000parents,

educators, psychologists, social workers and physicians

'30
)
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to its annual conference. Mdst programs of the Child

Study Association are designed for eventual continuation

as regular curriculum offerings of universities wlth

only consultive services from Child Study (Buchmpullert

1971).

Parents Institute, whiOh publishes Parente! Magazine,

not only carries materials, on child rearing, but has

developed complete- programs for child study' groups,' the

Institute offers advisory services to subacribereand
.

publishes materials foi. parents interosted,in setting up

study groups themselves.

TheHogg Foundation's parent education through the-
.

public schools foCuses on the family unit. Classes are
r.

designed for mental health rather than the'negative!

against mental illness. The Foundation'group and .faely

life educators work towards helping families find their

own.,style of child rearing. (Spoon and .Southwick, 1973).

The Children's Bureauis part of the Welfare Admin.

istration'han been publishing materialS for parents since

1918. Understandinechildrens needs is felt, by the

Bureau, to be helpful to mothers and fathers by giving

.them more confidence in themselves as parents. (Dittmann
4 ,

1968). A'notable addition to the usual exposition of

-information of phisical and social. growth in the Bur'eau's

latest publication is the following: "...there havy been

great advances in knowledge about, and understanding of,

io
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emotional and psycholagicallrbWih and needs."'

(Dittman, 1968). Thui we °find disbussion of moving to

a new home, going to the hospital-and when:a new baby

comes. There is also supportive advide on getting,

special help early and faMily planning.

The interests of individual professiOnals with

widespread following have adVanced the parent education

, field. Bruno Bettelheim addresses himself moteo

parents in his works on parent education than =my' of his

jieers. Including, imself in thO ranks-of parentd)he

states: have 'had to learn the hard way what all

other,:prents also discover: that the most appropriate

advice, the 'most carefully explained theory, is of

little use, when it comes to handling spebifiC everyday
.

events. with a child. The over-all theories are Just too

broad, or permit of too many different ways 'of applica-
0

"tion, to offer more than a guiding idea in aneinitance,

where-a very specific action is needed. Where the advice

is specific, it is usually so specific that it never

quite fits the situation confronting one. Moreover, the

parent described in such recirmendatione isnoi,quite the

type of person any of us feels hipself.to bet and the

child described in print is not quite the particular.
c.,C,

child with whom we must deal. After all, behind. all our

actionsin a given situation is the whole of our past

life experience, which soon begins, to influence our view

4
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of what we are doing' b-our childand of what he is doing

to us. The same is true for our child :' he, too, reacts

to our intervention in terms of his past eiperiericee,

many of which we ourselves have providea or dhiped. Yet

no advice can allow for all these considerations withoixt-

becoming.so general and vague as to say that we must

in terms of our own and the child's historyand.pereOn-

ality.: However true this may be, it.Abesmet tell ue

what we should actually dof."" (Bettelheim,' 1062). In his

book,-bialoiues with, Mothers Beltelheim says that both

parentsshare'in the okearing of children. The father in

a. family must support the motheras she (in most cases)

assumes the heavier.burden,in transacting their philos.

Ophy for child rearing. Where parent education becomes

of use to parents, according to Bettelheim, is in

helping parents increase the clarification Of ,what they

(Bettelheim, 1962). In his work with parente in a series

want for *heir child; and how "win *everyday practice,

to make th\,q, desire, slow step by step, become reality."

of group discussions,- Dr. Bettelheim discovered t at'the

answers-to problems parents thought out for thems,lves

based on their own real feelings and common se e most

tftbn agreed with the experts. When they did not,

mothers and fathers were more successful when they acted

on their own-understanding and respect for their children

arid their -problems,
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A very recent book (Callahan,. 1973)'boldly attempts

NC
Ito analyze the modern American parent. Callihan labels.

parenting a serious and intimate subject. She stye that

there is deep structutt and universal patterning in the

process of parenting but-culturally the modern American

Iparent still has some roots in the Puritan ethic Which.

marked our early years. There is still the mobility=i.
4

physicallyt economically'and socially-- that character-,

ized early American history and "she quotes from Erikson

describing the frontier family initb similarity to

today's: "The same families, the same mothers, were .

forped to prepare men and women who would tele root in

the community life and the gradual class'stratifiCation

of the new villages and towns and at the same time to

prepare these children for the possible physical hard-

ships of homesteading on the frontiers...They must be

prepared for pny number of extreme opposites in milieu,

and always ready, to seek new goals and to fight for them

in merciless competitipn.." (Erikson, 1963). "Perhaps

the most characteristic and enduring problem of American

parents seeking perfection in themselves and their

children is the constant change and mobility of our

society." (Callahan, 1973). Parenting involVes pro-

tecting and nurturing children and then allowing them,. at.

the appropriate time, to separate and grow up indepgnd-
,,..

ently. She believes there'is little so-called parental

43
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instinct or innately programmed mothering or fathering in

humans. "Human parents must fearn,to,parent, they must
I

be self- conscious., With ,man, cultural learning is

crucial, and in .parenting culture is transmitted."

(Callahan, 1973.

Each era has had its share of public and private

modes of parent education.1 Each era_ has had its share°of
.

manuals and primers on child development. Not ,to. be

1 lagging, the past fifteen years has had its.own share of
o

how- to -do -it books (Ginott 1965, Gordon 1970, Dodson

1970, Azrin and Foxx 1970.

Parents, because they were once.parented and lately

find themselves in that role with all its emotional

intimacies'and conflicts, may seek guidance for solutions

to the inevitable problems that arise. Parent education

has and always will try to, fulfill that vole. Decisions

do have to be made inevitably and Callahan summarizes

this eventuallity when she advises parents thus: "I
.

t'

believe in trusting primarily.t one'i intelligence,,

head, and the best theory, but however you arriveat a

1

decision,,it is important to act confidently. You get

this confidence from.the fact that you are doing the-

beut you know how to`do With it goes a 'healthy ability

'to tolerate a self- questioning which is open*to improve-

ment. A delicate balance of a lot of self-trust and a

little self dis-trust is needed in all of life's
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transactions, including parenthood." (Callahan, 1973).'

Two different thrusts exist In the literature for .

. parents. One, the approach of the cook book, how-to-do.

it, step-by-step receipes to solve the myriad problems of

child rearing. In the last decade these are exemplified.

by the works of Ginott and Gordon. Second,.the more

longview approach which is advocated most recently by

Betteiheim and Callahan. The second thrust lends itself
1V,

more-to parent education. In an effort to' aid parents

understand behavior (theirs and their children's) these

works advocate formulation of -a personal'style of

parenting. This enables parents to CompcTe an approach

to child rearing, one which within its scope holds

answers and solutions suitable for each individual and

his or her own beliefs.
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Chapter 2, CURRENT METHODS OP PARENT EDUCATION

41

The choice of methods in parent education .has grown

with the ever-widening field and through successful .

experimentation with new and different methods. The

basic methods consist of three ,different types: Mass

Media, Counseling, and Group Discu-Ssion procedtres.

1) Mass Media

The expression "mass media" usually refers to

methods reaching a mass audience. The parent educator

cannot know each erson as a parent or even as an in.

dividiml. This approach includes a wide range of ed-

ucational activities including books, paMphlets, maga.

zines, plays, films, lectures, and radio and television.

Books for parents about child care can be authored

by one individual or by a group of Writers. They may

also be written under the auspices of organizations..

Walking into a bookstore and approaching the shelves

given over to books related to parenthood, one is con-

fronted with shelf '.fter shelf of hundreds of-books on

this subject. New titled are added each year and the

Sunday newspaperesupplements,on books often feature the

latest books written by the more popular authors. (The

review of literature section of this paper mentions more

specifically authors and titles f volumes on education

for parenthood).

The number of pamphlets directed to parents either
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sold or given away each-year is estimated to be in the

neighborhood. of 25 million (Arit,. 1968). Under govern-

tient auspices examples are the of the :

Children's Bureau and the publications of the state

extension services of the. Department of Ag4culture (Dept.

of NEW, 1970), The Children's Bureau` publication

Infant- Care., is probably its most well-known pamphlet.

The Bureau, however, does publish and distribute about

twenty other titles. -The various states' services re-

lated to young children and paient education publish

aboUt 500 additional leaflets and pamphlets.

The commercial organization Science Research Assoc-

latest publishes three major series of pamphletg one of

which is specifically prepared for parents. These

booklets cover many of_ the same/subject areas as other

mass media such as health, sex education, sibling re-

lations'; they also deal With the topics of living with a

handicapped child and guiding the gifted child, areas

frequently omitted in other publications.'

The Child Study Association of AmeriOa consistently

publishes pamphlets of a high professional quality.

Although these works are generally addressed to protes-
t,

sionals in the field of parent education or more ldphls-

ticaed and educated parents they do set a high standard

for pamphlet preparation in other parent education organ-

izations.
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The National Asiociation for the Education of Young

Children publishes pamphlets in support of the education

and development of young children many of_which are

written in an informal style which can be enjoyed by

parents and professionals alike.

Local health centers and clinics usually have in

their waiting rooms, materials in pamphlet form for

parent to read and take. Most of these are directed to

health needs such as preventive innoculations- and birth

control but some do touch on other areas such as ex-

pectations of different aged children and preparation of

young children for school. .

There is a great extent and variety of magazine,

material for parents. Parents' Magazine has a circula-

tion of over two million. Professionals find that the

content and quality of materials in it is quite accept-

able. Magazines which lay greater emphasis in their

articles on the physical care and' safety of infant's and -

young children are Children Today, (published by the

Childrens' Bureau), Baby Talk, Your New'Baby, and

American Baby. The National Congress of Parents and

Teachers publishes the National Parent-Teacher, It is

available through sUbscriNion-'and it carries guides for

, discussion groups, special articles, and regular

features prepared by experts in various fields relating

to child development.
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The Child Study Association of America publishes Child

Study. Each issue is usually. .devoted to a specific

'topic such as children's reading, Prejudice,,and the like.'

Other magazines carry significant parent education

material in their special sections on Education or

Science from time to time'. These include Newsweek and

Time.

Currently, some magazines carry, as a regular fee-
,'

ture, a column written by'an expert in some area of child,

development-or education for parenting. Some of these

are, Benjamin Spook, MD and T. Berry Brazeiton, MD inr

Redbook, Theodore I. Rubin MD in Ladies' some Journal,

and Lee Salk, MD in McCall's.

The presentation of plays dealing with family or

parent-child themes is limited but recognized as a use-

fulbeducational method (Brim, 1968). Usually when a

play is presented a group discussions follows. The

American Theater Wing Community Plays, in its repetoire,

has plays' dealing with family problems. The Division of

Mental Hygiene of the state of Ohio maintains several

traveling repertory companies available to organizations
.,

in the state. The organizatiOn provides an audience and

a discussion leader who utilizes material from the, play

in a discussion on patent education

tion of the play.

.following

Since the 1950s films have also been used
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of departute for discussions related to edUcation for

. parenthood. Films and filMatrips are being used increas-

ingly by pre-schools, schools, religious organizations
1 -

and other groups which reach parents as,tools to aid in

education. Examples of organizations producing film are

the University of Oklahoma, McGraw-Hill Text Films, the

Institute for Development of Educational Activities,

Time-Life Films, Inc., Polymorph" Films, Parents' Mag.
1 ,

.,azine Films. Filmstrips with accompanying.records or

, cassettes are also produced.by many of the same organ-

izations. Films and filmstrips are available by

purchase, from the film collections 'of some state depart-

ments of education., and through local health centers,

mental health centers, university audio-visual:divisions

and public libraries.

Lectures as a method of parent education have been

used for a long time and they play'an important role-in

many parent education programs. The-uaual pattern is

for an organization such as a school or local parent-

teaCher association, to ask a speaker to present material

in the area of parent-edutation. Most often the .

lecturer is obtained from one of the many organizations

involved in parent education. University extension

services, local mental health associations, and local

social work agencies will provide speakers to groups

'interested in this subject.
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The Institute of Child Welfare, University of

;* Minnesota, and the Department of txtepsion Teaching at

Cornell University produce tape recordings of lectures

running from fifteen to thirty-minutes in lengthon.a

variety of topics (Brim, 1968). These topics ate'avai).-

able to organizations with parent -education programs t0

provide the basis for subsequent group discuadiones' .

In the personal appearance lecture a."questiOnand

answer period" may follow giving parents in the audience

an opportunity for clarification of information. In"

either the personal appearance lecture or a taped lecture

with a group leader available, group discussion may ensue

as a natural outgrowth of the Material previously pre.

kented.

\Radio has had only a minor impact as almags media
0

method\in parent education. Gruenberg.(1954) noted that

the few programs established lasted for only a short
,

length of timer Occasionally the current radio "talk

shows" which\encourage listeners to call in and talk to

a guest haw, in studio visitors who are knowledgeable in

the areas of child development or parent education.

Commercial.television having entertainment as its

aim, dbes:screbn several shows with family life as the

' theme. "The' Waltons" and "The Little House on the

Prairie" are two current examples. Local parent.teacher

associations encourage families to watch such shows to..
, 1
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gethet and discuss their themes with members of their

. own family. One might question the usefulness of these

models for large segments of our population.,,

Non-commercial parent education programs aro present-

ed on both commercial and publicly.. owned. televisiOn

stations. The Public` Broadcasting System his two local'

stations endeavoring to produce programs ofeducatiOnal.
0

value for children of all ages as well as ior parents.

Major universities such as the University of'MinnesOta,

the University of Colorado and the local Univerii* oil

Southern California televise courses in!child. develop-

ment. Parents may'enroll in the course by correspond-

ence for university credit. Four of the television

stationssinpthe Los Angeles area present educational

programs in the early morning hours. Three of these

stations are lock affiliates of national networks. and

,included in the series of courses presented are prograMs

on education, psychology and other subjects related to.

parent education. Due to'-the early hours that these

programsare aired it is,doubtful that they are viewed

by large numberS of parents.

2) Counseling.

Individual counseling ranks'second tomass media in

relation to the number of parents it reaches. Counseling

is limited in goal, scope and depth in contrast to

therapy. "Where therapeutic techniques are directed to
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Y.
unconscious motivescexpectations.and attitudes4'ed=,.

.1
ucative techniques are directed to,the conscious near

conscious aspects of individual personality.4 1-Brim4

1968). A person or family wishing to be counseled comes

voluntarily or in connection with other routine service.

The number of sessions is usually limited by the counsel-

or and is determined by the situation or circumstances

under which thi clients agreed to attend. The counselor

also has'to decide whether or not the individual. or

family will be able to respond to the educitional sess-

ions before.counSeling begini. , .
.

Counseling is offered tojp.renti as a service by

educational, religious and social welfare organizations

as a service in its own right. Clergymen are in'a

strategic position to counsel as are teachers', school

directors, othet school personnel; public health nurses,,

doctors, as well as professional counselors and social

.workers. Counseling is regularly associated with the

practice of a number of professions and in a number of

settings. In health services pediatric counseling takes i

laceinclinics and in the offices of private,phy-

sicians. Patents' contacts with schools regarding their
.

yonngsters prggrdss maysometimes fall within the realm

of counseling: The Child Study Association of America

. and the National Congress of Parents and adhers offer
. :.,

short-term counseling programs as do many' local health

a
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centers as a service'\to families'in diffiCulty. In

many cases educational.counselingoan aia a family by
,/

assisting in mobilizing the resource's of the, individuals
.

involved in solVing some\problems. ,It is, hoWever,

in
1 4

,limitel; n goat, scope and depth in contrast to more

lone.term therapeutic techniques.

3) Group Discussion Procedures

Group discussion Procedurei as ubed im.parent,ed.

ucation must be distinguished from twd.Other modesof.

group participation.

Group therapy was develdped dUt oiimy0hotherapY as
r

a medical treatment intended to relieve-suffering.-
,

(Yaloni, 1970). thiring World War growtli

therapy in.gtoups was accelerated bedauS.i.of the small

nmmbei of trained psychiatric workers available. Mem=

bers of such groups attend because they.belleye .the lea-
.

der can assist in their ability to cope and yet they

find ,other members in suc h group are of therapeutic,.\a_

helP too. (Yalom, 1970).

Training in "group dynamics" seeks to AfriloovopeO-',

ple's competenceinA"tking with others,:by fc;'oueing
. , I

theircbehavior in groups. By making, people conecimis'

of the role they are playing, and of the potkOzts they :'

have, change can take place.

Auerbach (1954) summarizes the distifictian'b4tween
.-

..

- ,.., ::

group dynamics and parent group discussion prooddree:: .;,: ,

s . .4 ..
t

( . _ .
- . .

0.

4
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,

thus; "...We are focUSing specifically on the experience.

of parents meeting under skilled professional. leadership:

in small discussion groups...The-attentioh'of the'

members is not focused directly on the group:prOoese or:

the roles th4 play in it. While there is reason to,

believe that.ifthey.learn to function more effectkVely

in a group, they may function more, affectivelk in other"'

human relations; their primary purpose in =coming is to

become better parents, not better group members."

(Auerbach, 1954) :

The group discussion procedures can be clafisified
, -

according to their structure and their procebs. The

structure-of any given group is determined by the-coip.

osition of its members. One or both parents in a

family may be involved in sucha group and the grOUp

m&ght have parents of children of similar ages or of

different ages. The children might be present (Institute

of Child Study, University of Toronto, 1956) or not

(Bettelheim, 1962). The group might be composed of
\

iarents of children with handicaps (Bennett, 1972)

Gi.oup dismissiorm can be for single parents of either

sex, or for foster parents. The structure of such a

group also includes -the number of members and he number

and length of its meetings,

Included in the process of a group. meeti g for

discussion of areas in parent education is how the
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content of such discussions is introduced. The in-

.

ierests and concerns of parents as they share'their

personalknowledge and experiences. with their own

children can. serve as content with the leaders helping

the, group look at different aspects of the topics under

discussion (Slayson,.1958). Content can also be intro-

duced through mass media°,(lecture, film, plays), study

outlines and readings, through observation'by.the.

members of their own children (cooperative' nursery.

schools, child-observation classes) or through role play-

ing of parent-child episodes.
-J_

The quality anditraining of leaders and thelleader-

ship techniques used also influence the priness of a

parent discussion group. There are leaders with pro-

fessi nal backgrounds (clinical psychologists, social

wor rs, child development workers, parent educators),

leaders with no professional background who are trained

by various organizations to lead such groups under their

supervision such as the individuals trained by the St.

1JOuis Mental Health Association Brim, 1968). Some lead-

ers have professional background and receive training in

content and leadership skills such as some of those in

the Child1tudy Association of America and, more locally,.

the Thalians Community Mental Health Center in Los'Ang-

eles.

The leader of such a group aids in determining the
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type of interaction between members and is responsible

for the participation by group members. The role of the .

leader may be to keep the group "task oriented" or to let
.

the disLssion run freely according to the'memberr° in-

tereSts, Such a leader might only exert his or her, role

in.such matters as trying to equalize participation of

the members or to act as an expert -- a resource for the-

group in giving data from reputable sources.' In some

groups two leaders work together; oneattends to the emo-

tional or expressive concerns of the pe.rticipants while

the other attends to keeping the discussion task-oriented.

Summary

Within the different types of parent education,

there do therefoie, exist several different methods;

mass media, counseling, group discussion procedlires. Be-

cause of the fact that parent education is practiced by

different individuals in a helping role, there must also :

be variations in style within each method (their Personal

interpretation of their role).
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Chapter 31 MOTHER-TODDLER GROUPSe A NEW FORM OF EARLY :

PARENT EDUCATION

We live in a varied and changing world. Experts have

written and told of. many ways parents should-be raising

. 'their children. We were raised one way; neighbors did

things differently. Parents and friends are ever willing:

to advise and suggest. We now accept that parentibg is

not something that comes naturally or instinctively; it

is made up of ways and means which must be learned. How

and where do young people learn to parent?

We usually learn hoW to perform in a new .role by .ed-
.

ucation, by example and by experience. However, in mod-

ern urban society there is very little opportunity to

learn parenting in traditional ways. Because our country

has its roots in so many different cultures and societies

there is no traditional model for modern parents to fol-

, law. Densely populated areas bring increased contact be-

tween members of different ethnic backgrounds and social

classes whose cultures have contrasting traditions of

child rearing. Young couples in the industrial world no

longer live in stable communities in close contact with

their own parents. Young mothers are therefore not in

close touch with their own mothers'or other older female

relatives who can advise or counsel them in the role of

parenting. Livirig apart from ones extended family also

denies young men and women the opportunity of have exp-

erience with infants and young children. It also pre-
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eludes the opportunity to experience the support system

that can exist in intergenerational family relations. As

yet, our modern society.has not replaced the support:sys-

tems that once nourished learning abbut'family life.

Today we are beginning to see some courses in high

schools and colleges.which try to educate and inform

young people about parenting, bueas a whole there is

poor educational preparation for child rearing.

The expansion of mass media has brought a plethora of

informationwhich has several advantages. New knowledge

has helped parents keep themselves and their children

! healthier. Better means of contraception aid parents in

controlling the number and spacing of children in a fam-

ily. More education is considered an advantage in our

society. A person knowledgeable or informed in any area

is respected and considered more eminent. The accumula-

tion of information involved in the field of education
I

for child rearing is vast. With-thisbody-of-Anowledge

parent educators attempt to aid parents in the task of

raising their children.

The objectives of child rearing may change over a pe-:

riod of time as parents and others working with children

gain new conceptions of the most desirable child and

adult for the society. Practices and advice have tO

change to reflect those new aims. Advice changes, too,.

as new knowledge is discovered. As with any field new
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understandings come to light from time to time replacing

old views. These too must remain subject te,change,,and
ii

so advances in the field takeplace. Any ad44ce given

dhculd.represent the best knowledge of any give\n tiue.

Recent, social change has seen alteration in the sta.

tus of women toward increased autonomy in roles within

the family and in poditions outside the home,. Where for-

merly young, girls .were.brought up to believe their only

acceptable role choice in life was wife and mother they

are now ekpoted to other options. The choices now inclu-

de living alone, having careers, co-habitation with or

without children and role variation within traditional

marriage.

For those women who do choose motherhood the task of

child rearing still must be performed. During the moth-/

ering process a woman is pulled between some ideal notion

of what a "good mother" should be and her own emotions.

She must learn to meet the neetsgof someone who is de-

pendent'on her and.at-the same time deal with her own de-
,

sires for self-gratification.

Many parents feel some anxiety about their parental

functioning. There often exists, as part of this a sense

of guilt due to the overly high expectations parents have

of themselves about performing adequately in this role.
,

Apart from family and social contact with peers the prim-

Ipara feels isolated and overwhelmed by this new exper-

6 0

,
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ience

As her children grow-, the American middle-class

mother turns to the usual sources for advice and counsel

-L7the specialists. Pediatricians, psychologists and ed,-

ucators who have written advice for young parents expound

in only the broadest terms because of the iMstness of

their audience. The baby's personal pediatrician can).

take care of medical needs, but what about advice on bot-
,

tle feeding versus breast feeding,how,much to let the

baby cry, and the best time to commence toilet training.

Pediatricians are not trained to handle non-medical prob-

lems such as these and tffeir answers to questions on child

development (if there is time to give them) are at best

educated guesses. If not through experience with young

children, her own memories of tqing mo hered, or close

contact with someone who is experience where can a

'mother get answers to her questions and relief from her

worries?

A closeness among women fostered by the new libera-

tion movement is. beginning to replace the competition be-

tween them. In some settings Women are beginning to

commit themselves in helping and supportive roles with

new respect to each other; .Groups- of young mothers are

able to meet-and within the bonds of friendship help each

other in the role of motherh6od.

One vehicle which enccuracjes the positive'aspects of

61-
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I, this bonding between the mothers of yOung'children and at.
the same time acts as a means of parent education is the
Mother-Toddler Group.

A Mother-Toddler Grup program wherein mothers and
their children meet with an individual knowledgeable and
experienced in the fieldof Early Childhood, once or
twice a'week for two hours, can be one warof giving tar.
ents and children the means of being together to observe
and learn from one another.

Parent group education has been used for many years in
a variety of settings. At the onset of their child walk-
ing parents are' confronted by a whole new set of behaviorst
Toddlers in trying out their new skill expand their world
--simply with their new mobility. Their escapades are
delightful and difficult almost at the same time. Parents
are constantly

child is doing

baffled by the meaning of what their-youtig

or saying _as he diICovers language. Reg-
ular someone who is a prdfessional in the
field of Early Childhood can be helpful in interpreting

what is happening as children interact in a play setting.
Also, parents observing their child at play with others
can. sometimes; use the assurance that what is taking place
is part of natural growth and development.: In an atpos-
phere where parenting is respected there is the opportunity
to share the concerns, experiences and joys of motherood.
The group experiende can offer mothers the means of aM-
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quiring knowledge and skills of child rearing through

modeling, counseling and discussion. It can also help

mothers gain a positive view of themselves and their

children

To summarize, all the above mentioned reasons for sup

porting early parent education can be grouped into three

main thrusts. Mother-Toddler Groups are logical settings

for education, example, and experience with young children

,and their parents.

. First, A Mother-Toddler Group is a setting which of-

fers a leader who is schooled and experienced in all as-.

pects of parenting young children, Such a person can ad-

'vise and counsel parents and pass on new knowledge from
,

the field of child,deveIopm6nt. ,Contact with a person who.
__-

can interpret for a parent what is happening spe6ifically

between herself and her child can be useful. Meeting with

a group provides a place to work out ones own personal

needi' with-other' parents under the guidance of someone

knowledgeable in personal and gl'oup dynamics.

Second, viewing different examples of parenting with- !

in a group offers parents alternatives for consideration

in their own mode of child rearing. Within,a group dis-

cussion reasons'forldetermining ones own style of parent-

ing can be examined ,and cooperative support. of viable

methods of child rearing can be verified. A teacher work-

ing directly with toddlers can model alternative ways of

63
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handling different situations. So that various'ways of

working with children this age are exemplified by the

teacher and'by other parents.

Third, shared experience with other mothers who have

children the same-age' gives an opportunity for a mother

to view her -childaldng with others moving through the

same stage of development. This experience can also give

mothers the assurance that children do not necessarily

flow through childhood smoothly, that from. time to time

mothers have different concerns about their ability_to

parent. Also, participating in.a group gives the op-

portunity to share varying points of view and experiences

about child rearing difficulties and this can be useful
-.7

in problem solving related to one's own child. A close

group of mothers can act as a unique type of support

systei for young people who have found themselves involvm_

. ed in an undertaking of great responsibility and

importance--parenting.
4
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My peronal aim as a teacher of Mother-Toddler Groups

is to provide a comfortable setting' wherein parents can

equally air their interests and concerns and find,

through discussion with other' parents, their own unique

repertoire of child rearing skills.
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I Chapter 41 AN ILLUSTRATIVE PROGRAM

Inception

Early in 1974 d member of the Sisterhood of Temple

Adat Ari El noted that although the Temple has a, nursery

school, a religious school, and a Hebrew school there was

no program for young parents or their very young children.

This member-had a daughter and a very young granddaughter

who had little contact with other young mothei4s or child. .

ren: The Temple tries to provide.prOgrams'and activities

-1

which will encourage the participation of all its members.

It is especially interested in offering activities for

young families who will then establish an affiliation with,

the Jewish community. Responding to this grandmother's

suggestion for a Mother-Toddler Program, Dr, Emil Jacoby, .

,Educational Director and Mrs. Minna Halbert, Director of.

1

the Nursery =School at Adat Ari El began to interview peo-
b

ple in a search for someone who could establish and teach

a MotherTo_ddler_ Class, Rase Bromwich, Professor of

Education at California State University at Northridge,

was contacted and she in turn contacted me, one of her

students in the Masters' Program specializing in Early

Childhoodin the Department of Educational Psychology.

I.Teacher
,

I had previously ta'1ght nursery school at Alat Ari El

and was known to both Dr. Jacoby and Mrs. Halbert. With

the additional training in individual psychodynamics and

marital and family dynamics I had received in-.the PIPS
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program at the Thalians Community Mental Health-Center and:

the education and training I received during my studies at

, the-California State University at Northridge I felt I was.

ready to establish a Mother-Toddler Program. I wrote a

proposal for the establishment of a Mother- Toddler Program;

at Adat Ari 'El (see appendix a) and applied for the posi-

tion of teacher.. The proposal and application were

accepted.

Assistant Teacher

Soni Fieldssa woman known to me for many years, was

hired as an assistant. In a short while she was trained

to assist in working with mothers and very young children.

She has a background in education and a great deal of ex-

perience working ag,a volunteer in pre-schools and in the

Los Angeles City SChooIs. She is particularly skilled and

resourceful when handling young children. During play

when a situation arises that requires adUlt intervention

she and I move in as,a team--one toward the children, one

toward the mothers. Through this approach we model and

interpret for the mothers in our program, ways to help

children develop socially. Soni's energy and devotion add

A great deal to the success of the Toddler Program at Adat

Ari El. Her assistance is invaluable during the discuss-

ion portion of our class. Lfter the mothers have dev:-

eloped trust in us as the class leaders they are able to

relax with me during discussion time while Soncattends

to the children. Her caring attitude toward the birds andL
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1 rabbits which are available to us has elicited gentle

and considerate responses in the toddlers. I am grateful

for -her participation.

Comuunity

Adat Ari El is located in North Hollywood, California;

yt

The congregation is made .up of white, middle-class and

upper-middle-class families, most of whom are college ed-

ucated and who work in various professions and white

collar positions. There are a number of families in°the

congregation who are subsidized-by the Temple. The var-
I

ious educational programs held at the Temple (nursery

school, religious school, Hebrew school, adult education

'programs) have tuition which is determlned by staff and

equipment needs since- Adat Ari El functions as a non-

profit .organization. It was decided to charge a fee ef.

$15"per month for each mother and child to cover salaries

(mine and an assistant's) and supplies. The class was

scheduled to meet one morning each week for two hours..

We chose 10 A.m. to 12 noon giving mothers time to get

themselves ready in the early part of the morning and to

coincide our closing with dismissal time from the nursery

school in case any of the mothers had children to pick up

and take home.

The Temple sent out flyers to members of the congre-

gation inviting inquiries about the new Mother-Toddler

Program (appendix b). Of the twenty inquiries, eight

Lmotthers were interested enough to sign up for the_class.
1
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Interetingly enough only one -was a Temple member:--The---1

, others were informed of the Mother-Toddler Class by.par-

ents, parents-in-law or friends who were Temple members.'

Soon after the first class was established, many new in-
,quiries were made about the Program. By the third meeting

i two new members had,been added to the class plus one .

mother who had been promised a position as a persbnil'
is

favor. One month after the establighment of. our first

: Class-a second Mother- Toddler Class 'was opened at Adit4ri

! El for a second group of ten mothers. //

Environment
.

Recognizing the importance of the environment and the'

needs 9f parents and very young children the, setting at

Adat Ari El was organized maximizing safety,. cleanliness

and appropriate stimulation. A classroom previously set

aside for a kindergarten class Nas selected to house the
. :

Mother-TOddler Program since it was aprt from the nursery.
i

school and it had its own adjacent, fenced-in play yard.

Extia nursery school tables and chairs were made available
.

and special toys and equipment for children aged one to

three were obtained.

The classroom which houses the Mother- Toddler Program

at Adat Ari El is bright and cheerful., Since the roomas
! .

toed at other times as a nursery classroom and arelgious

school classroom the artwork of older children. Often'Aec-,;

orates the walls. As the toddlers paint at the easel,

I

their paintings too adorn the walls as they dry before
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eagerly being taken home. Freshly made play-dough is

available at every session for *play and tasting. Toddlers
v

enjoy coloring paper and cartons with felt-tipped pens Or

painting with sponges' or gadgets. Yarn, styrofoam packing

material and large cut-outs can be glued by young children
O

all with a minimal amount of sftpervision from adults.

Puzzles with up to five. pieces each with its own slot,cani

be played with by toddlers. Sinail cardboard books with

large pictures or textures to investigate are enjoyed'.
1

Metal boards With large magnetic pieces can be manipulated

freely. Large wooden beads are easily strung on.long pipe
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1
cleaners or plastic string. The doll corner with its

A stove, cupboards, dishes, pots, pans, telephones and

. empty food containers proVide a great interest to todd-

lers. Large cardboard blocks (lV.x 6" x 4") are used

for building and wooden trucks and cars roll through and

around. Pull-toys, buggies, and dolls are used by both

boys d girls of this age. Tinkertoys and other con-

structio s that are easy to put together for toddlers,

amuse and excite young hands. Commercial toys which op-
1

erate and entertain by pushing, pulling, sliding or wind-
,

ing are available to exercise muscles and coordination.

Small wheel toys on trays sprinkled with cornmeal provide

small hands with the opportunity to make tracks and pat-

terns. In one corner there is a large shag rug which has

pillows, a large cube for climbing and a variety of
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stuffed animals for play. .The rug is also'us,d for

changing diapers_ and sitting around for singing. So

mothers and toddlers enjoy sitting there together to

e

read.

At the rear of the room there is a sink made accessible

to the children by a large wooden box. The.childrin also

enjoy'looking out the windows which span the fron side

of the classroom. Nursery schoOl children can b:. seen

and on rainy days the toddlers watch the raindrops or 'the

people running past. A third wall houses stor ge cup-

boards and fourth wall is filled, with a chalk oard with

colored chalk available for -use. Wherever we find our

equipment is out of reach for the toddlers (easel, sink,

windows, etc.) we have large, flat wooden bl cks on which

the children can stand. Mothers and teache s are es.

pecially watchful whenever the children cli b. Adjacent

to the rear of the room is a vacant ciassrdom. During the

Mother-Toddler Class coffee is made here a d at the re-

quest of the mothers there is a potty chair which some of

the children haVe begun to use.

Outdoors there is a cement area for tricycles, pull-

t,oys, push -.toys and toys that can be sat upon and rolled

by- pushing. There is a portable sand boiX filled with

cornmeal along with shovels, buckets, dishes and bowls

which can be moved inside on cold or ra4.ny days. A low

wooden slide with three steps which Ca also be moved in-

side if necessary' is located on the gr ss area. On warm

days toddlers enjoy washing dolls and
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dishes in large
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bowls outside on the child-sized. picnic tablii.Theralsirl

like to wash windows or paint the walls of the building 1

with watery There is a dirt pit for digging and a large

sidewalk area which is used forcircle games and dancing.I

In all, the environment is spacious, clean and invit-.1

ing to young children and their mothers. The toddlers are;"

free to move to any of the activities available and to

participate in any way they wish, if they desire. The ar-i

I

rangement of toys and materials remains essentially the'
[

same each week so that it will present a familiar ,environ-

ment to the children: Since this type of class foctises on;

.social interaction and personal relationshipS it is impor-

tant that the environment is interesting, stimulating,

stable and safe. It is utilized as an integral patt or

our program.

Membership in Group

Although the program at Adat Ari El is titled "Mother

-Toddler" this does not preclude the involvement of a fath-

er in our class. From time to time the situation in a .

family, may change; whoever is taking a major role in car-

ing for a toddler is welcome toattend our sessions. Two

mothers attend school in the morning. One child's father

is a regular participant with his son. The other family

utilizesgrandparents whin the mother's schedyle precludes

her attendance. Some parents have taken vacations and
s

two younger siblings have been born since our class began

in October. Both babysitters and grandparents (grand-
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fMothers and ,grandfathers) have attended with-toddlers.

.The toddler is the stable member and is brought by who-
;

.ever.is taking primary Care of him. Our program assumed

the.name Mother-Toddler Class since in this community

mothers take the primary role in caring for the young

children in ,a family.

, Our ,class is limited.to ten mother-child dyads al-

though exceptions are sometimes made. Due to illness, va=

catiolis and other commitments, our-average attendafice in

. twenty-four se sions.is seven Wrs.per week. Toddlers

are classified as children whb can walk and there is no .

i lower age limi . The toddlers live been remaining in the

program until he parents feel they are ready for a regu-

lar nursery sO odl setting. It is an on-going class wfiidho

] meets for two ours each week. Parts of some discussiOns

have been invo ved with readiness for pre-school and the

appropriate s tting for each child. Since this class be-

gan in Octobe five children left the class to, enter pre-
.

scshool. The pl ces that were vacated in our program have

been filled by ur waiting list. Goller 11955):found that

an ideal group size was 8 to 22. The average session in

the program at Adat Ari El is fourteen individuals which

makes a comfortable group for two leaders and the avail..

able environment.

Typical Session

The first hour of each session is focused on the

ldren and their interactfon with the teachers, the mothers,

72
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and with their use of the' environment. Soni and I greet7
the parents and children as they arrive. At first the

mothers followed their children closely and sat near them

as they played. We encouraged this because we felt the

children needed to know that their mothers were going to

be present at all times. Also the mothers needed to see

that the environment was safe and comfortable both phy-

scially, emotionally and socially. We encourage the

children to be free to use the supplies and 'equipment and

mess as they will. The only rule we have maintained is'

that the children use the equipment' safely without harm

to themselves or others. At first the mothers asked for

limits such as whether we minded if the paint brushes

% were mixed up or if the children could use more than one

piece of paper. Since we believe that the Mother-Toddler

Class should be a place for free exploration we urged

the mothers to relax their standards of cleanliness (paint

on the children's clothing, playing on the floor) and

decorum (i.e. takihg turns on the slide, giving up a

desired toy to someone else) and simply enjoy being with

their children. We have'a song time on the rut and a .

game time outside ("Ring Around the Rosie,," etc.). The

mothers and toddlers are invited to join in but there is

no rule thatanyone must participate. Indeed, we explain

that watching may be a child's way of participating.

During this first hour I request thc mothers to allow the

children to make the choice as to how and how much they
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wish to participate.

Midway through the morning we have snack time. The

mothers agreed to take turns bringing snacks which have

Ifeen healthy and of great variety. The 'Children %tote had.
Y t'4tiaa

the opportunity to try new foods; in a re
t
axed atmosphere.

During Jewishtholidays, mothers have brought in s.pmè

69

traditional foods which add to the genial atmoSphito,,

around snack time and birthdays have been aspeciai shark.;

ing time for the whole group.

Following the children's snack time I invite the

mothers to take,a cup of Coffee or tea. This has bedome

the signal for the mothers' to choose if they wish to.par-'

ticipate in a discussion. It involves determining if

their phild is able to play independently under Soni's

.supervision or if Soni is*able?to engage them in some act-

ivity she has readied (story, mare games outside, etc.).

At this point the child determines the amount of separa-

tion he.or.she can tolerate comfortably. Our discussions

are held in-the same classroom with the outside door open

(weather permitting). Soni situates herself outside if
1

1

. there are children who choose to move outdoors. It is the

responsibility of myself and the mothers in the room to

watt-Jr-over the children who remain indoors. The mothers

are told to make themselves available to their childrerfif

they feel the need. Some' parents have chosen to be out-

side with their child for a while and .then join in the
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discussion,when they feel their child is comfortable.

Handling of Separation

There is no stigma attached to anychild or mother

who feels the need to be near the other. Many of the

children who are over two years of age. play independently

with merely a glance from an adult's watchful eye from

time to time. Younger children need 'closer supervision

1

or to sit with their mothers at the table and play. If at ,

any timea mother feels an urgent need to utilize the

group discussion both teacheriand mothers. have attempted

to engage her child so she can use the group's resources.

At no time do .we allow a mother to leave the site without

at least telling her child and at best dealing with the

separation or taking the child with her. This does come

up occasionally when a mother needs to use the bathroom or.

to got something from her car. We, take this kind of

opportunity tollelp both parents and children in dealing'

with separation. Philosophically I believe that in

general children of this age are not yet mature enough, to

i deal with lenith-Y separation from their mothers,
.
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Chapter 5: PARENT INFORMATION-SURVEYS

When I began teaching Mother-Toddler Groups I had

. certain feelings supported by learning and by my own ex-

periences. These assumptions centered around how worried

and concerned young parents are especially about their

first child. I also felt that there were too few sources

71

for parents to get information or other- help to relieve .

their anxiety. To substantiate my beliefs and at the
1

same time to gather information about how the-parentt felt.

about the usefulness of the Mother-Toddler Class I was

teaching, I gathered information from thei. To .utilize

some of the material as an informal method of evaluation,

I asked the mothers to respond anonymously..

I have been teaching three Mother-Toddler Classes

since September, 1974. Two classes are held at Adat'Ari

El and one at the Farm School in Woodland Hills, a commun-

ity with young parents very much like'those described

from North Hollywood. Although the groups are limited to .

ten parents each, some parents have left the groups be-

. cause of changes in plans or because they felt their child-

rren were ready for pre-school. Also some parents did not
1

fill out the surveys. There are, therefore, different

numbers of responses to each survey. All three clasges

are conducted as described earlier.

At the first session attended by a mot}ier and her

child I presented Informatton Survey #1, (See page 72.)
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MOTHER-TODDLER CLASS

INFORMATION.SURVEY #1.

1. All parents of toddlers' have some worries. What do
you worry about most with your child?

2. What do you see as the main difficulties in being the
mother of young children today?

3.- How do you anticipate a Mother - Toddler Class being-of.
value to you?

4. How could the teacher of a Mother-Toddler Class help
you best?
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In all forty-tWo parents responded.

73

In response to the first question, many mothers.ex-

pressed worries about their child's health and safety:

.

"...I worry a great de0. when they're not in my sight-
-that they're being physically watched and protected
as I would protect them..."

"If I'm bringing him up without causing any neurosis
.or irrevocable problems.'

"His health and motor development."

"She'll be killed or seriously injured (she climbs
everything--tot of ladders, etc.)"

"He lets other,children push him around."

They also stated concerns over their child'z dependency,

aggresion and eating and sleeping problems. Some wrote-

of their difficulty in leaving their children as evidenced

by the following:

"SeparatiOn anxiety has set in. She cries for at
least two hours'after my departure. I am afraid that
a strange sitter may become impatient with her."

Most mothers wrote about the emotional needs of their

children:

"I worry that I will do something to. her little
psyche that will turn her into a nerd, who will never
be her own persop or know who she is."

"That she will be exposed to all the beautiful things
there are at any early age and be able to appreCiate
as many as possible and grow to greatest:potential as
an individual while appreciating others and respect-

.

ing them--but having strengths to be herself." .

Many parents had something to say abouttheir hopes for

their children:
-

a - .- .1- _ -"--,-
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"Hoping that with our help, he will grow up -to be.a-
good person."

"That the child will enjoy childhood--have creative
and social experience without the pressures and comp

.

etition of today's society."

Other worries mentioned were: illness, discipline, being

! consistent, and babysitters.

The second item on the Information Survey asked about

the main difficulties in being the mother of young child-

ren.. There were four main areas that were mentioned more

i than others as being most diffieult:

.1 The adjustment to motherhood and its resPonsibilr

ities/

"Being closed in with a toddler, I question if I'm
still growing as a person in order to stay abreast
with my husband."

"For me, it was ,the adjustment to motherhood and the
:=4 constant demariduand unending responsibility."

: 5 ,

.

"-If do not wish to' have someone else raise my child;
A yet 1 often'feel frustrated in having to postpone

I career'plans." . I

.

4

"The general autonomy of American family life. This-
would be a lot easier if We lived in a tribal society." 1

2. The conflict of wanting to fulfill the child's

needs and personal needs:

"I feel torn.beiween motherhood and a career as my
main source of personal satisfaction."

"I find it not as'itimulatingeas I thought. Spendirig
so much time at home is very boring."

"I'm torn between being a good mother and doing
things for myself."

3. The pressures imposed from outside the family:
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"Years ago if you chose to be a mother that is what.
you devoted your time to--now we are constantly being
told that raising children should be combined with
other interests. We are made to feel almost guilty if
we want to spend our time only with children."

.

"Raising my children to embrace =traditional ethics and
morals in a world that does not seem to value them and
where my family teachings are contradicted often by
/outside influences."

1
"I feel the pressures from-mYself and my peers to bA
the 'perfect mother.'"

4...The uncertainty-of knowledge and understanding in

times of fast changes

"Trying to break away from old beliefs; keeping up
with complex times."

"Another difficulty in being a young mother is in
knowing just how to shape my child into a nice, well-
rounded self-confident individual."

"So much is written and said on how to respond to cer-
itain circumstances."

The third question investigated how a Mother-Toddler
4

Clash might be of value to young, parints. Most mothers

+felt it would be a source of social contact for themselves

and their children.

"It gives the child a chance to socialize with other
children in a nursery schOol setting and Mommy can get
out and interact with other mothers."

"By providing an opportunity for my, child to play and
be around other children and adults. It also lets her
engge in activities I would not allow her to do at
home--painting!"

Sme mothers felt it could be an opportunity to 1Larn and

be with other adults.
O

.14
"...observing my child with other toddlers, in many
different situations."
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"Be with children his own age and learn to talk.
Help him grow and trust others besides mother."

"With first child she needs oth'erchildren around and I
need support and help from dperienced mothers." ,

"Hopefully it will-bt.
9
a chance to air our feelings, '

i

exchange ideas and expel frustrations by learning how/
otherp deal wit similar problems." .

Othdr anticipaied values in a Mother-Toddler Class were:

an opportunity to be out and a s ecial 'time to spend with

one's child. x;

The last question on the first Information Survey 1

asked how the teacher of a Mother-Toddler Class might be
- / .

helpful to parents. The four main ays that mothers anti-
.

cipa:eed the teacher's role were as ollows:

1. As a resource person

"By sharing some of her own experiences and ideas with
us concerning children of this age."

"She could help Me to understamd.the tiddler."

"Someone to help me with my questions and problems."
e

2. As a teacher for the children

"By introducing songs, books, creative activitigs and
helping me out with child rearing problems."

"By being some sort of au ority figureto the child-
ren besides Mommy and Daddy.

3. As an experieried expert,

"Making me more aware of problems of other mothers."

"Perhaps by answering same of the million 'tvivial
questions we have every day"

-

"Make suggestions to mother-child relations, Point, .

out abilities or inadequaciess-of the.child."

4. As a discussion leader
A
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"By guiding our. group...to things they wouldn't
othprwise do without this group, arid'similarly ex-
parsing parents to ideas and thoughts and child rear-
ing concept6 we may not be familiar with."-

4'

"By opening discussions on a variety of questions
mothers may have." jf

"Have parents share their ideas."

"i would like.tObe led in discussions concerning
Mother-toddler/yroblems,"

After, approximately six meetings, a Mother-TdddlerR
/

Class jells into a group. Parents and children are

quite familiar to one another evidenced by the fact that

they inquire about members of the class who axe not in at-.
a.

ti 4;
tendance76nd -usually being able to account for abseilces.

Discussions are usually more relaxed anTthe mothers begin

to share more intimat material about themselves and. their

families. .

It is at this point, when I felt tcie group was going

)/
well, that I asked the mothess to respond to.Information

Survey #2. ,The qudstions were aimed at seeking information
4

about personal change as' result of .attending the* Mother-

Toddler Class. I also sought information as to the

1 sources of change. Twenty-eight mothers responded"to

Information Survey #2. (See page-78). . 0

In response to the c ngequestion," most mothers,re,'

spQnses fell into three area ,

Mothers felt less anxious J

"I think I've becori4 less anxious about some of the 2
year old problems,.that have arisen. I'm able to bet-
ter tolerate situations that come up. I've tried to
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MOTHER.- TODDLER CLASS

INFORMATION SURVEY #2

1. Do you feel you have changed in any way since we
qtarted our class? .Plecse,explain:

\

2. What, specific subject areas in our discussions were\Of
most h p to you in alleviating worries or concerns?

Are there any subjects connected with child..rearing
that you would like brought up for discussion?

i .
1

)

1
!

4, Have the 'other mothers in the class been of help to
you? HoW?'

5. Have the teachers ofi,the class been of help to you?
HoW?

G.

2

1
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becomes more open minded about potty training and
willing to try different things at home to make our
home happier."

"Not as uptight.':,

"I'm more relaxed."

"I reel I am a little more relaxcid,"

2. Mothers felt more confident I

1

"Yes. I have more confidence and am at ease with be-
ing the mother of a small child.'

,

.

"I feel I'am much more patient and reasonable it my
approach to discipline for my understanding of my need
to be so.is increased."

"I feel I have a More realistic perspective of my
child."

3. Children's behavior was more acceptable.

"I have taken more of an interest in his play things
and.ways of play."

"I think I have become more aware of my child. I have
also developed more patienee'and I realize I'm not the
only one going through these things."

The second question asked for the specific areas of i

discussion that were found to be most helpful in alleviat-

ing concern. These are listed in order beginning with the

subjects most frequently mentioned,

toilet training
discipline
tantrum,
eating habits

%

fears
Lleep disturbances
sharing
hardships ^f parenting
em(tional needs
separation ,

anger
development

The purpose of the third question was to discover what

8 4
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areas of discussion the.mothers wished to pursue furthdr.

They are listed in order of most to least frequently men-

tioned ones:

sleepinehabits
toilet training
eating habits
father's, role
fears
discipline
new baby in, the family
getting children to cooperate

. The helpfulness of being in a group with other mothers

was the target for data on the\fourth question. The mo-

thers''responses were generally enthusiastict

"It's very helpful to be ableto share problems. I
have also made some nice friends for myself..."

ift %.

1 "Yes,. I feel learning that we all hive basically the
same worries and child problems at home helps relieve
our anxiety."

80.

"I foury out I am not .as neurotic as I. thought I was."

"I've never felt so comfortable with a group of wwen.
At times, the*adage 'misery loves company' was most
applicable."

"I've learned through observation how many things-can
be handled with a child, and sometimes, how they ought
not to be handled."

Through the responsestto the last question on-the sec-
.

ond Information Survey Ic.feel the teacher's role was de -.

fined. The mothers commented on the teacher as4a resource

,, person, as a model, and as a discussion leader.

"She is always there to listen and give calm answers
when everything seems so urgent." '

"I think the teachers have bOth helped make me and
feel comfortable in,the class and get all-the

CTITUren involved. There is a relaxed atmosphere and
a non-critical attitude where each child and mother is
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accepted for herself.!' ,.

.tt.

,.,

"The teacher has a good insight into the problems of\
children this age, and I find her advice and opinions
very helpful." .

I

"She established a very relaxed atmosphere which
allowed the whole experience for both mother; Ed
children to be a very positive one."

1

l
. "By listening to them I've been reassured and feel.
:generally relaxed about my children, both in their
progress and development as children and as indivi-
dual b with unique personalities."

The last Information Survey was responded to after

parents had attended fifteen or more sessions of the Mo-

ther- Toddler Class. In all there were twenty-seven!re-

sponses to Information Survey #3. (See page 82).

1 The first question of Information Survey #3 asked

the mothers to report any new worries' or concerns they

were experiencing. Few mothers mentioned' problems. The

problems mentioned fell into three areas:

1. a change an family situation

O

t

"The effe0\our moving will have--leaving her securi-
ties, street, home and friends."

"New baby'in September--now he is theTNLY child."

2. new stage in development

"Trying to teach him to verbalize problems ane comp-
laints and toilet training."

1re
"My child's attention span is so'short. I'm waiting
for him to start talking.':,

3. -aggressive behavior

"When he can't stand a situation he will bite. My
biggest concern is his aggression and h.owI should
discipline."
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MOTHER-TODDLER CLASS

INFORNATION°SURVEZ #3

1. Do you have any new concerns or worries about your
child since you started this class? Please Explain.

2. In what new ways are you handling your child's
behavior7--

Do you see any of the mothers from-our group outside
class time? Do you see them with or without your
children?

4. Is-there any new way the teacher of this class can be
of help to you?

Would you recommend this type of class to anyone?
Please explain why.

87
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"His sometimes aggressive behavior towards the
younger children. Though he's bigget than mahy, of
them he's of the oldest and often the aggressor.

1

es.

9
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A second question asked motherSwhatnWWayS--they

. had found tO handle their children, The responses fell

into five general categorieL

trying to be more patient

"I am much calmer; I find myself trying to emulate
the teacher's manner of speaking to all thechildren."

"I'm trying to be patient."

2. trying to, understand the Child's perspectiVe

"I try to be more patient and try to see things thru
'a child's .perspective."

.

"I find I try to understand what is taking place with
my daughter and then 'deal with the situation accord-
ingly." 0

"Trying to listen to him more and work from there." I

3. trying to communicate in a clearer Fanner

"Being more explicit (showing) in telling child be-
havior I expect."

"More verbal explaining of how I'm being effected by
her behavior--positive and negative,"

4; trying to be more -consistent

"I am handling his behavior by trying to-be consist-
ent.".

"Givisig warning then following through.".
P

5. trying to be more positive

"I have been concentrating on reinforcing positive
behavior."

"I'm trying to use a178't of positive reinforcement.
Examples ghen I see him sharing toys, playing nicely
I praise him rather than waiting for just aggresEive
actsto.reprimand."

The third question sought information on how helpful

the Mother-T4dler Class had been -in forming social relat-

ionships between the participants outside class time...
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Of the twenty-seven mothers who responded, fourteen see

each other with their children during the week .between 4

classes. In addition, eight mothers reported meeting. with

other clabs members and -heir husbands socially in the

evening.

Another question asked or new ways the teachers could

be of help to the group. Most mothers asked for continma-

tion of the same program. and discussions.. TheomiAthers who

had expressed new worries asked for diScusSiOn in `the area

which were of,concerlyto them.

The lvkst question asked whether the mothers would re-
.

commend this type of class. The' overwhelming (and most

gratifying response to this query was positives

"I am attending this class with my daughter who is my

third child. I am sorrtr I wasn't able to benefit from

a class like this with my two other daughters. I've .

found it very helpful in understanding my child's be-
havior and just being with her to observe what she

does."

"Only a mother who is too insecure to'accept advice and
suggestions from both the teachers and other mothers
would not benefit from a clas3 like this."

"To everyonet. Beneficial for parents to learn about
toddlers in general and their child in particular, '

reassuring to compare and observe, discuss similar
problems, different solutions, etc. Just as important
it's marvelous for the children, they meet others
their age and it eases their way into a regular school`

environment."

"Abseautelyt It's a great beginning for 'socializing'

for the child-rand the discussions and support from
the mothers talk Is extremely helpful and calming."

"Yes, very much so. ,I think it's a terrific education
fore both mother and child. I have been able to observe

in a group situation and. he's been comfortable'

ti
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with it since Z don't leave him."

ti
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Chapter; 6: PHENOMENA UNIQUE TO THE. DEVELOPMENT OF A
MOTHER-TODDLER GROUP'

Group discUssion as a method of parent education has

been utilized in this country since prior to 1820 gee Re-'

vier of the Literature). With the availability pl.* mOre.im.-,
---

formation aboa,groups and techniques foi. condugting them,

this.manner'of educating parents has grown in its effect-

iveness'and popUlarity. Working with parents and_toddlers

in groups is a relatively new type of group.: This is ev- ,

Idenced in pai-t by thet.ack of literature available do the

subject. Although there are phenomena common to all

groups I have found certain aspects of a Moth -Toddler

Group unique. Key Phenomena are the iss Of separation,

styles of participation, nature an4 development of inter-_

action, sources of curriculum and the role of the leader.

The Issue of Sena ti/on

Within the t Adler there xists two contradictory ur

ges. One, the urge ,to, be on is own controlling his world,

the other his increased awareness of his need for his par-
,

ents. He cannot have both
4
at once. As he matures he gives

in a little at each end of his desire to be independent

and dependent at the same time. There is no internal-time-

clock predicting which way he is being pulled at any 'one
. ,

time during the day. Life fot his-caretaker, therefore, is

hectic. It would be easy for a parent,to expect the child

to dtvelop independence overnight. When a child begins to

walk and talk people tend to forget how immature he is

despite these impressive new abilities. Mothers and
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fa ers are often baffled during --1.1
,

e their child wanders off in the park playing with some

1

birds andthewsuddenly wants to be held or refuses to
1

1
, ,,,

lnaNe their side. Those res=ponsible for a toddler's well-;
. .

being have to'strike a delicate balance. They need to an-:

(
. ticipate danger and keep him safe and yet g1re him enough

,

freedom so that he doesn't become'entirel dependent on.

nithem or too rebellious about restrictio i Successful

IA

Nhandling of thisisue determines whether a child can re-

tain atigorous sense of power without doubts about him-
,

Self. Separation is the issue which deals with the child's

,

adrives for autonomy and for both his own and 'his parents

ambivalence about his preparedness. As
1

with all early
, / f

development the ability for a child td serate comes.
g -

gradually and with increased amounts of experience. In a

,

Mother-Toddler Group both,mother and child are'present.

There is however the opportunity at different times, for
0 4 e

experience, in varying amounts of separateness. Some of

these are the Child moving across the room to find 'a toy,

S TTJ
.

the child going outdoors to play, the mother going to the

bathrooml.the.mother going' into an adjacent room for cof:-. ,-

. .

fee, and the child engaging with other adults or chiliren ,

1

for his own needs or pleastires. Vie/se is9also a sense of 1

,

J 1
C

sep lation experienced by the child when-although his

--1-7111ot ,mother is physically present in the room she is unavailable . j
.. , .

88
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to him because she is engaged in conversation with other

adults. This is felt because the child in hiR drive for

't
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autonomy feelp he not only wants control of himself but

.-also over the people around hip.

The second half of a Mother-Toddler Group is set as-

ide for discussion between the mothers. As discussed in

the Illustrative. Program each session brings with it the

point at which each mother and toddler must work through ;

the amount and length of separation each is ready to han-

dle since mothersdngaged in discussion are unavailable to

..their children. There is a safe environment and a trust.;.

worthy caretaker available (assistant teacher). Each mo-

ther is. respected for the way in which she anages th'e

'separation issue with her child.' The cla :.17eaders-are

available for informltion, help, and support witlfany.°

mother indicating the need. Generally,.children under

three years of age have a difficult time dealing with ,

.
engthy'separation because of their rudimentary speech

! nd- lack of emotional maturity. However, a Mother-Todctler.,

. Class does give the opportunity for some separation and a

to ,

laboratory setting for separation'elperiences.

Style of Participation

AlthOugh there are styles of participation in groups .

familiar to most :social scientists there is a unique

factor effecting participation for any mother in a Mother-

Toddler Group.

89
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During any Mother-Toddler Group discussion some child-

ren are in the roomand it is possible that the' presence

acts as an inhibiting factor on a mother's pa icipation

the .group discussion. We content of discussion deals

for the most part with concerns mothers have about their

children. It seems as tholigh their anxiety about their

child rearing ability is raised as concerns become worries.

Parents' beconie frustrated by.lack of knowledge and ex-

perience in handling difficulties and before they act on

a possible solution they need to feel a clear understanding

of what is taking place. Prior to being able to'abt °lea"

rly their dealings with their childreh'are
,

often muddled

and ineffective. During this unclear period many are re-
.

luctant to confront their children directly or to talk

.about their Worries in their child's presence. This is

evidenced when mothers,expreSs concerns to the leader

privately orl mention them in the discussion group in

lowered.void.

A uniquei phenomena, then, to a Mother-Toddler Group

discussion, s the possible suppression, of some material

because of t e presence of the participants' children.

Nature and D velonmeni of Interaction

As with the development of any group, a class of mo-

. thers and t4idlers grows to a cohesive entity through'

various.sta0s. .Personal observation as well as documen-

tation in a log, a condensed version of which can be

found in the appendix of this work, reveals three such

95
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- stages:

;

and ,pup

t

O

6 9J.

..

an Introductory Stad, a TranSitional Stage .

Stage. These stages and characteristics inter.-

modes.are summarized in the table which follows:
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()A

r

t.

. *;.,

ssosil A. asy.
Stage and

'Ipprozimate.
Duration

es In urvezupnenc zn 7ocnwr.lou91er

Mother end rather
Laser and

,. Child

uroup,
$

bider and
Child each

Eno z.rni-nc ...
Lther with

ether

mu-sew:m
Pothers with
other tether's
Child-en

Children with
each other

.

.,

Intredictory

(1-) 6 1481

'''

01.

Mother seeks
approval of
her rerentinr
She seeks au-
thoriti end
rnformation.
;roe leader
who is seen
as 'all-know-
Int parent.'
Levier sleeks
to Incorpor.
ale eother
Into croup
experience.

Mother nun-
tbres end
protects
child. Child
la curious
stout the en-
vironrent.
Explores
within bounds
of mother's
protection.
Checks often
with mother
for approval
of behavior.

Leader *****
4riendship in
order to re.
assure child
of safe en-
vironrent.
ChlTd seems
intereated but
reluctant to
rake contact
without :eaa.
eurante Eros
mother.

Mothers are
-polite ask-
ing Medi-
tional clues-
Lien., stout
each others
children (i.e
age. seed

-

Vothers.greet
others' children
end sometimes
offer aseiatence.
Children are're-
sistant end wary.

,

.

.

I

No interaction

.

General mode,
Peeling out
.

General Pod.
Mutual Ando,
exclusive,.

Cenei*1 mode.
Adult invi.
tation docl-
ined

Ceners1 holes
Formal and
traditionally
ritualistic

General model
Adult invitilion
declined

Transitional
(1.6 session

,
.,

0

bothers more
relexad, seek
ewe eel'
and assurance
from leader.
Leader acts
purpose of
Troup and die
curl:ion, as
educational.
Encourarea co
operative par
ticitAtion..
Deflects sore
attention wl.
there give to
leader back t
group.

Mother more
relaxed lode
truottra of
surroitniirgs.
She will oc-
caficnally
cove away
frog eh:14
(to get%cof-
fee. etc.) .

Child is re-
lased and cur.
Ito'. Yves
tweeted root.
?reel's with
bkief re-
turns to
mother for
veuraree.
wenrc. rorerr
A teg!nning
separation
experience.

-

Leder seeks
Claes.' ten-
tact with
child. Si.
initiate* con.
%ersation.
Child acknow.
ledgee treat-
inns and will
accept help
from teacher
who ill seen
as 'assistant
Tother$e

,

.

wener ro so
Adult Invite-
tion accepted

Frientihips
form and
tiers at-
ceptence of
differences
in ways of
parenting.
All interact
during group
diecussion.

.

. ,

.

Chem ro e,
teginnings of
shared slept-

thy in task
of parenting.

Mothers drat
and help other
-others. child.
ren. All are
comfortable with
;hared care of
children. Child.
:en are relaxed
and accepting of
help froo any
adult as trust
laestallished.

. .

.

.

.

Sone acknowled.
gerent pi
"friends?
vostly parallel '
play. under
:others watch -
fell !yes.

e

General rode.
Crowing trust
in group.

.i.
.

..eneral nodes
Adult invitation

accepted,

-- ---.

General soda.
There are

other toddlers
in the world.

Croup
ractiond

Do 'melons

.

%

',eider

3

.. ref

It

tains

. and
tlon

'Into..
...ors

41
appropritte.

.

,looperstive

ini.end

other gees
eider as an
ally and a
resou:ce.
"eels were
comfortable
with own

:hough theylir.

!evert from
nose of
.thew IA rents.

seeks
to prevent
zonopolleing

group by
few. Main.-

von
participation

utIlits-
of group.

by all rat'-
Leader
toplee

diecuseinn

waaral:irdr.r-
....

..Wee solv.
search

Pother re-
lased. and..

Accepting.
of bar
child's in
ikidual,style
of pectic/.
ration. Child
is corfortsble

. and sutoronouc
for lonrer
Pods of tire.
Both enjoy
each other's
corpsny and
that of others
in group.

.

0

leader ham
coefortable,
open rel.,.
tionship with.

. children.
Able to help
in learning
new 'kills.
Chili greets
leader lode-

per. pendently.
often seeks
'private'
intimate Use
with le der.
Accepts 'leader
as his er
friend.

Interactio.
has boroce
very infer
rel. lntl-
mate rater
Tel is tircol

' up during
discussion,
?felines ar
openly ex-
preeted.

and

her
.

.

.

Pothers are
'friendly and
helpful to
all children.
Tnerdill in.

ht tervene in
disputes be.
teem child-
ren. Child-
ren accept
adult help
And support.
Respond to .
ether mothers
admonitions
with support
fres own,wo.
ther.

-

Greetings of
. friends. Sege
primitive
cooperative
play arodg
older todd.
lore. gore
assertive be-
hevlor is st..-
served.

I

.

. .

triii;77-11
Lxperiosnting
with inter.
ectlons
Pleasure and
fpuotrotien.

General rode,
Kore corfor-
table early
attention
experiencer,

view& rode.
Vow friend'.

mere to-es
injoyment.
intimacy and
cohesion ,

/

Cenerci mode.
Supplemental
mothering
given end
accepted.

MY.
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A mother's first contact with a Mother-Toddler

Groupis with the leader either by telephone or in person.

During the introductory r3lationship the teacheris
94

%i viewed as an "all-knowing parent." Young mothers seem

to enter a Mother-Toddler Group looking for an author-.

itative expert on child rearingswho will teach them how

to raise their children. They ask individual questions,,

of_the leader seeking answers which they can then put

into effect for instant solutions to their problems.
-3

0

Mo5t of the mothers in the Groups I have led seem to

. have, read much of the recent literature on child rearing

, which is characterized by a step-by-stevhow-to rdo-it

approach. Encbuntering an expert in the field of

Child Development personally, mothers tend to seek the

e

same kindsof answers that thel)ooksdffer only more

specifically aimed at their own particular situation.

Hence, during the group discussidn the member6 direct

much of the conversation to the leadei and.imre

'.discussion time is short fifteen to twenty minutes.

0
p

. . - .
J
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. A new mother-toddler dyad, entering a'MotherTo filer
I

droup maintains a Mutually exclUsiVe relationship t ough

the Introductory Stage. Physically -they remain dl a to. ;

each other -and in general, most of the childls conversation'

is directed to hip or. her mother.

As each new/dyad enters the class, the leaders att-
i

.empt to initiate/' communication with the children. Usually

.it remains one-Way with perfunctory dcknowledgement of the
.

93

teacher by the child. Most toddlers are stimulated at

' first by the environment and their superficial-recognition

.of individuals is recognized as characteristIc of the age

;and is respeCted.
I

4 During the Introductory Stage the relationShip between

mothers is a formal and traditionally ritualistic one.

There is mutual attraction due to the homogeneity of the

group and conversation during this stage is limited to

areas covered by the universality of parenting.
=

Interaction between the mothers and children other

than their own is almost nil. It usually involves greetings -

made by the mothers to the children and perhaps mothers

helping achild if their own mother is not those. Usually

the children respond to this type of help by calling for

their own'mother.

In the Introductory Stage there is no interaction be-

tween the children.

The second stage in the development of A Mother-Todd-
,

ler Group is a Transitional Stage which lasts from four to

O
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e

six sessions.

-The:interaction-ietween the
leader_ and mothers (luring ,

0

J

this stage is beginn ing to be-more,relaxed.
The mothers

and leader have become more familiar-re each other and are
4

aware and more comfortable with each ethers'style and ex. .-

.pectations., The leader is'seen less as a teacher and more 1 -

as an authority-or expert who will lead the group in'a

lem-solving approach. During the group discussions, focus

has been taken off the leader and conversation takes place

among the members with a minimal amount of approval sought

through occasional glances to the leader. Diicuseion time

i

has grown to about half an hour.

The relationship between each mother and her child is

still exclusive but much more relaxed. Both mother and

child feeling more comfortable in the class setting; move

R

away from each other for short periods of time to partici-

ipate in. the class as individuals.

The leader still initiates interaction
with the child-

ren during this period, but the children are more relaxed.

The mothers are comfortable-and they overtly err:mu-Fa-go the

1

rl

children to interact with the leader. Some children ack-

.

nbwlecMe the
meetings of the leader and the mothers begin-

to encourage the children to talk and show the teacher new

shoes or special clothes.

Intpraction between the mothers in the Transitional

Stage is relaxed and infoimal. Some friendships form and

there is an acceptance.of differences in belief and

te. 1 o.o
f 4

4.
1
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'practice as related,to parenting. This growing acceptance`

in the graup4is an important Factor in the development of

each individual. During this period some alliances are

formed in the group leading to friendShipd outside cless

time. The group discussions last up to thir y minutes and

most members,participate in problem
solving a they begin

1

to see concerns in the group. as universal.

Mothers, at this pOint, initiate contact with children

other than their own and the children respond comfortably.

The mothers are comfortable with'each other and this is

evidenced by tlie'accepting manner in which they allow their

Jeers io'interaA with their children.

In the Transitional Stage of a Mother-Toddler Group

one sees the children engaged for longer periods of para

ljel play. with no adults hovering near. Thereois some

superficial acknowledgement of other childrewby some of

the older toddlerg and somemoie assertive behavior is:

eo xhibited.
, )

The Group Stage of a Mother-Toddler Group is reached

after about seven sessions..

The leader.is seen as a facilitator and is viewed

during the discussion time as a resource parson available'

on request. There is very little direct questioning of the

leader about personal concerns of mothers as this type.of

material istsaved for group discussioh time. Occasionally

some withers do approach the leader personally because they

feel their worry or concern is too yri4/ate or.because they

101
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'feel embarrassed or in some other.way.reluctant,to opema'i

subject up to tie whole group. They. ask the leader to,do

it'epr them.. The leader is still seen as an expert but is'

called on to aid in cooperative'problem-solving rather
4

1..,

4 . %

than ifor simple answers.: .
.

:Each mother-child dyad is) relaxed and open in the

Group Stage. After entering and gi'eeting whoever is pre-,

sent, most mothers expect their children to start playing

independently. r4any children are now able to do this.

Some, because of-immaturity or style require their mother's

help but it is usually for a short period of time and in

gentral most mothe'rs and toddlers interact quite indepen-

dently once re-establishment of contact with the clals and

its environment are made -each week. 1

any children begin to enter and greet the leader in -.

dependently. The interaction between leader and toddlers

is characterized by intimacy and reciprocity in degrees as'.

individual as each child is individual.
r

The interaction between the mothers has developed in-

to one which is informal and quite intimate., They look

forward to the discussion time siice the group is cohesive

and productive. Group discussion lasts from forty minutes

upward and I believe it is seen as the main attraction for

weelcly attendance. The exchange of ideas and the horn,

and open expression of feelings leads to a'cohesiveness

which in turn leads to better'attendarice and greater

participation by the group members.
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Interaction between mothers and toddlers other than

their own is relaxed and reciprocal. Mothers interact,

quite freely with all the children and the childidn:often

sit on-the closest lap or turn3to4the nearest mother for

.assistance. In all, the bonding and closeness of the mo.-

thers includes their children.

By the seventh session, many of the children have be-

gun to mature socially and have grown:Jn,their ability to

interact with each other. The weeks blexperience to

1

gether contributes to this. There is some primitive

interaction and the adults in the class encourage learnings

,ih interpersonal relationships as the children play.

In summary, ten mothers and their toddlerd enter a

class looking for social experience with peers and inform-
.

ation on child rearing. After a period of seven weekly,

sessions the close bbnding of parents'makes the influence-.

abilitrof dMother-Toddler Group, potentially great. A

cohesive group of individuals has formed with comfortable

social relationships and a source of learnings and support.

There also exists for the mothers a 'setting in'which

interests and concerns about child rearing can be explored
O

and' new parenting skills discovered.

'Sources ofsCurriculum

A Mother-Toddler Class by definition is one wherein

children are present. Much content for discussion codes
xN

from what is observed as they play. Subjects often brought
0

up for discussion in this way area how to handle a-child
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-who grabs or hits,othertp.how to encourage cooperative

play, setting limits, how to deal with a-child who con-

stantly says "no.". Parent Observation Classes' sponsored

by the Los Angeles City Schools sometimes follow this

-pattern ickarts and Fargo, 1971)as do many other groups
. ,

(Institute of Child Study, University of Texas; 1956).

The mothers in the class orother attending ddultt often

,
supply content from their own experiences. Goner (1955)

found, that parent discussion groups can.be conducted with

matelial soley, from the parents. Some areas brougA'up-tor

discussion in this way area eating problems; sleep

Idisturbancet, changes in behavior, moving, new baby in the

home, babysitters, grandparents, conflicts with spouses"

over how to handle the child, taking vacations, guilt and

the difficulty in being with a toddler all day. *Since the

--leader of a Mother-Toddler Group has the opportunity'to

chat$informally with the parents 'during 414 first hour, a' :
class, she often finds quqptions or concerns around certain

themes that parents feel reluctant about broaching to the

whole group (masurbation, nudity, e;tc.). When this occurs

1

I feel, as the discussion leader', the responsibility to
4t.

introduce the sub.jec't as a possible area of discussion.

Therefore the sources of content in the parent group dis-'

cussion are the leaderl.the children, and the parents

openly or,in priyate.

Role of 'the Leader

The role of the leader in a parent discussion group is

a i

104
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defined-in part in his or'own beliefs about how individuals .

4

acquire knowledge and utilize it. Auerbadh (1954) and

Cheavens (1958) present 'a model which I havet.personapy

adopted and adapted for my own use. The participants in a

discUssioni,,after,being presented with a problemorrsituai,

tion, share their, views and develop their -Own solutione

The leader can attempt to equalize participation by asking

broad questions calling fOr different points. of view. in-

herent in thii-approaCh is the belief that each.individual
.

e' has the r ight to make his or her Owndecisions. , A group

'leader.qn a Mother-Toddler Group..Ades'act as a resource°

for the gioup. Mothers do one with questions and they ap

prOach the leader as an expert in the fiel,d of. Early

Childhood who has answerb.to their' inquiries.

the teacher is knowledgeable in child development, family

.

relations and the
1

psychodynamics of human behavior. my owil
.

lexperiences in these areas is called on constantlyin

eacfl Mother-Toddler Group, discussion as parents ask for

data and factual knowledge in the areas of human behavior.

Evaluating the situation I.follow the pattern set forth by

Auerbach (1954). Information from reputable sources is

shared as is. my opinion as another point of view. At .

times I turn the discussion back to the group itself. The

goal in th3Y; model is direct the group's thinking

back to development of their ability to find their-own ans-,

wers,:answers which are right forthem.4 (Auerbtch, 1954)..

The leader's role in a Mother-Toddler Group changes as

105 4
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, .

the parents' needs change. Atfirst parents come to-expose
, \ e

,..f. , 1. .:

tbeir, children to what they hope is an 'ideal teacher,. one n
, , .

4
1 ,

-14 v

nWho.is kind, understanding ane'resourceful in ways ;that
. .

. .
.

. -,.

will help a child-learn)and.irow. 71.0 the parents" themselves /
.

/

."

the teacher is the exp &rt, the authorityt'the idealpiother

with knowledge-and experience they have not yet acquired.

As each new mother joins the group I again find Myself

the poSition of .being asked the requiremerits,'rules and. .."-

)imits overtly and covertly.' I assume the role of pi.avi'dliig .

. ;

structure for new parents because I feel it give, a hew

member in an estblisbed gro

to relax and 'be themselves.

up the security and the chance

As the group evolvespnd part }

ents have attendeabout six sessions the rules no longer
'1 3

seem important; the people become important. Each parent

assumes his or her status as an equal partner in ddciding.

what is best for the class. The parents take a leddershlip

role Ahd often assume some of the mechanical retponsibilit-

let such as deciding who brings §nack next week, or re-

arranging equipment for different or safer use. The class

becomes theirs and w ith it one can see the relaxation and
0

comfort that familiarity brings. ,The mothers relate warmly.

to each other; they are more decisivi with their children,

}'and there is cleare r, respectful communication taking place

between adults and between adults tapd children. These con-

.
ditions are part of what Coopersmith (1967) feels are eS-

sential to an individual's good feelings 'bout himself.

This. heightening of parental s'elf-esteem coupled with the

1O6
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.learnings of interpersonal dynamics -and child development

. .

is 'hopefullyy reflected in.what I believe ig more competent

1

parenting.
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Chipter:7: *NCLUSIONS

Examination of Mother-Toddler Groups through bdth ace.,

demic research and practical experience has yielded inforp-

ation and also raised questions about this'new forut of

parent education. In conclusion, I have esummarized-five ,

areas of discovery and,inquirys,.

1. ere exists a lack of literature the
if

subject.

2. There are unique problems wbrking.in Mother-Toddler

Groups.

3-. .Thereb /
tion.

are important. issues for further exadina:.

4. Mother-Toddler Groups area needed source of Early
,

Parent Education.

5. There are some basic. requirements for Mother-.

Toddler progtam sources.

1. Lack of Literature on Mothe-Toddler Gioups
4

On reviewing the availhble liter;.ture on the subject

of early parent education, one is struck by the 'scant am-

0
ount of material available on Mother-Toddler Gr4ups. Tg;

A,s'informationson groups al social, psyck4logieal, and in-
.

terpersonal dynamic phenomena; but this refers-in general

to therapeutic groups for adults. Although much that takes

- v.

102

p3 ace, within any group is universal, Mother-Toddler Groups

are characterized by phenomena that are, as yetp.relatiVely'

4

unexplored or wiscrutinized by reseatchers, professionals,

or other rorkeri in theofield. Group's of patents have
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been brought together in an effort to explore the common

.Proble s of 101.4g with children who are handicapped eith.,

er physically or emotionally. Various supportive insti.

.tv,itions have urged this type. of group participation in

order to help parents'cope with their unique proble0s. As

1

'yet, very. little information exists on programs for inter.

ested parents or for professionals wishing to,help parents

_ experiencint concernsarith the normal period of-toddler-

hood. .

.

i

2. Unique Problems Working with Mother- Toddler groups

Working with mothers and toddlers requires focus on

ithe.zother, the child,' and on the unit they form together.

The leader of such a group serves the members in various

capaclitiess -a 'teacher, a model, an authority, a leader,

- s

and a resource person.

Mothers of diverse backgroundsand experiences and of

'varying beliefs come to the group with individual expecta-

tions. A leader must meet each individual With a firrii,

philosophy and belief about Early Childhood. This philoso=

phy is the base from which his or her approach to'leading

such groups must come. The interactions in the setting. of

"the group meetings contribute to,the- content in this form

;

llof'early parent education and the leadqr must be knowledge -

°( able about early childhood and sensitive to mothereleel.'

ings in order to draw out the content Most appropriate for,
0

each .group.

109
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Since children are present during the discussion

period, the leader needs to be aware of their possible in-

. -

trusion on mothers physically and emotionally. Therefore,'

tLe partitylar style of a motaer's participation and the

breadth Rnd depth of involvement in discussion must be ex-

amined carefully and not judged harshly. ,-

The toddlers as as members of' a sub-group in childhood'

4

possess characteristics and behaviors unique and for the

most-part-undefined for many parents. Parents come toksuch

groups looking.fpr, knowledge and understanding ofgtheir

children who have recently begun to walk aM get-into-

things, The leader, as an authority, often needs to inter-
.

pret what is taking place in this stage of a child's deV-

elopment and explain what happens in the interaction betw-
)44..

.n parent and child. The leader of a Mother-Toddler

Group through the content she offers'ih play equipment, art

and music actilities, and grouvexperiences also demon-
,

strates the growing capabilities of a very yo g Child.

Parents often baffled by the inwardly motivated ehavior 4

exhibited by toddlers are comforted and reassured by pos-

itive-accomplishments, and capabilities displayed by their

children in a,Mother-Toddler'Group.

:Content brought up for discussion must be managed with

educative procedures unless the leader has'some clinicl

experience and training,tO lead the group toward more

therapeutic goals. This entails maintaining discudsion

among the adults on the conscious level of perception.
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The motivation for certain actions or responseg in,parents

'might bi bed-with questions calling for self-reflection

'but. in rpretations by the leader of what she perteives as

taking place on.an,unconscious level are best left fa: a

'therapeutic setting. Examination of conscious or near-.
1

1

conscious control of behavior is the educational technique

most appropriate in the Mother-Toddler Group. Since most
A

of these groupS function in an educational setting (pre-

-schools) the leader has the responsibility of recognizing

.her limits' as defined by the definition of the group.

3. Issues for Further Examination
9

1

From time to time it is important in any program for

leaders-to sit back and reflect on what is taking place.

One Nrpose of taking such an objeAive.view,is to evaluate

what is happening in order to determine whatcliingeS might

'.be needed. Fla% the purposes of this study,' evaluations of

ithe Illustrative,giogram were made via three Information
1.

Surveys applied by the leader. The'surveys were meant to

gauge the 'program success and further curriculum needs.

The parents respondeewillingly yet questions came to mind_i
. -

.xegardinethese surveys as. authentic evaluative Instruments.

Parents involved in Mother - Toddler Gitups form a close

;friendly relationship with the leader. It is possible.that

information. asked for (stich7 as the Information Surveys) be-

comes less valid when asked for by the leader af the group.

Therefore, it is important that the responses be examined -

in light of this. Ideally, independent, outside researcheri

111
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lNould be better Prepared to construct and apply valid eval-
O

'udtive instruments for Mother-Toddler Groups.

In order to evaluate any such Mother-Toddler Group

ea0 aspect of the program should be opened for scrutiny.

Some issues related to group settings, 'group size and

leadership. style need further exploration.

The groups I have personally d and.from which I

gathered much information for this work are all set in

white, middle-class communities. Even though I belieVe the

key issues in education for child rearing are universal, it

would be interesting to offer such groups in a variety of,

ethnid4 social, and economic settings to,explorewhat.var-

iations might be helpful to mothers and children.

My own style requires a group no larger than ten

mothers:and their children. 'But the issue remains whether

larger groups could be feasible utilizing several leaders.

A Mother-Toddler Group hereih described is but one format

possible in-group education for parents and very young

child -ren.

1

t

Preparation of leaders for such groups requies.train-

ing and experience in Early Childhood education, indivkdual

I

psychodynamics and family dynamics. A setting and curr-

which includes all these disciplines needs to be

. made available' to those wishing to enter the field. As yet

training of this, type is yet to be established in one

location. The possibility of establishing spdcific prog-

rams for leadersof Mother-Toddler Groups should be

. 112
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`examined.
%

;74

The altruistic rewards.oeleading Mother-T oddler

Groups are many, and the.work enlightening, however,

leaders ought to be aware of at least two-potential pit-

falls.

First,' when members who are friends prior to the

group enter the class together their friendship sometimes

.,interferes with their partiipation in the group as in-
\

dividuals:\ Based on my experience, it is" my belief that

certain members of the group who were part of such friend-

ships were inhibited or in other ways restrained from full

and personal participaton in group discussions because Of

their prior intimate relationship with other members of the

group.

Second, the leader must be aware that from time to

time mothers may be going, through a trying period and wish

to utilize 'the group as a sounding board for a ventilation

of personal. dissatisfaction. This can be an appropriate use

of the group when it serves as a release-from tension for

the mother. Strong expression of emotions can enhance the
14 ,

developrient of cohesiveness in a group and mutually ex-

perienced feelings Can be productive as therapeutic factors

in interpersonal learning. It is essential "'that the leader

be able to lead a group to utilize such incidents for

'learning and to understand such therapeutic ,factors as

important. It appeard important to me that a leader have

some clinical experience in therapeutic technique.in order.
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to apply such opportunities to all the group members as

i -

/

a learning situation. 'It is questionable in my mind
-

.

, whether an untrained person will know his or her Own

bounds nd understand the point at which discussion in

1'some ar as fleets to be deemed inappropriate and thus. ter-

minated because of the setting or Uecause personal quali-

fications are limiting.

4. Mother-Toddler Groups as a Needed Source of Parent

Education

I have found that both academic research and practical

e
a . \

experience indicate that parent education can be most ef-

fective through group process. A unique group, in which

mothers and toddlets-teme together can,be of\great assist-

ance in aiding young parents learning about Parenting and

about the. development of the very young child. Through the

work involved in this thesis I:have found that premonitions

I had about possible anxiety that accompanies parenting
D

.1 especially parenting for the first time, were verified.

I determined that a Mother-Toddler Group can be a

valid form of parent education. I also reaffirmed that

sc,

'parents need someone to turn to as a resource for inform-
,

tion'related to child rearing. Furthermore, the instant,

acceptance and growth of the groups has indicate& that

4

parei.t-OdUdation needs are e-nbt-being adequately mct.

.First, my hunches about first-time parents were

,Verified. Young parents do have worries and concerns

about their children and about theirown capacity"to parent.

o 114
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Parenthood is a difficult Undertaking and coping with the

arrival of a first child-puts a great deal of pressure on

a yopng family. Many yOung couples wishing to do a goad

job are nottoo accepting of old ideas coming from ppople

whose thinking, in'their opinion, is outdated. Many young

'couples wishing to be'independent or because of work

commitments, move away from,their families. As a result,

they find themselves in strange communities isolated and
, . . .

'.-.g,
without sourc'es for answers or advice on parenting which

.traditionally came via the extended family.

Second, the utilization of a group setting is well

suited to parent educationi A Mother-Toddler Group brings

parents together at one of the crucial times in a child's

development. When a young child' reaches a' stage where his

behavior begins-to be autonomous, many parents become baf-.

fled and are confused about how to react and sett, limits for

the newly mobile child. Ilothert seeing' their child with ,1
4

others exhibiting similar behavior are comfortedby the

universality of what they are experiencing. A Mother-

Toddler Class which meets regularly brings the opportunity ;

'for rottine contact between parents of young children.' A [

discussion group offers a forum wherein the exchange of

information on.child development and the experiences of

raising children can aid parents in developing their own

ideas of parenting. Parents need to.be aware of alterna.

tives in child_ rearing so that thby can develop a style

that is comfortable ti them and one which is.aPpropriate

115
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for their child.

Lastly, parents need contact with someone who is

110

knowledgeable in the area child development,lopment. This

relationship offers a resource for'information about the

natural way childhood procedes. A teacher who has ex.,,

,perience with-young parents and their children offers reit.

liable information related to parenting. An individual'

who has skills in group and interpersonal dynamics en-

courages parents'to utilize interpersonal relationships

/with other mothers and tatheri in solving probleins related

to child rearing. Also, being in touch with someone who

;understands the agonies and ecstacies of parenting and who

can be sympathetic and non-judgmental can be a great source

of comfort and reassUrahce-to young motherd and fathers.

kesponses"to the three Information-Surveys'plus the.

faithful *attendance of mothers and their children in these-

groups indicates this method of Parent Educatiomihas clear 1

potential for alleviating a,yet unanswered need'in young

parents.

5. :Some Basic, Requirements for Program Success

Mother-Toddler Groups are a forof parent education

not yet tested by time. An essential factor-in initiating '

such a program is thatlit be in a setting (school or

clinic) whose leadership believes in the valife of such

0
programs'. r>

Thus, important support and credence are givento the

innovative Mother-Toddler program.
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Guidelines should be established limiting themumber

of visitors to a Mother-Toddler Group. The length of any .,

visit 'should be pre-defermined since outsiders, sitting in

on discussion groups are consideted an intrusion.

Two leaders or one leader and a trained' assistant

provide the most effective guidance for a Mother-Toddler

Group. In order to maintain high program standards, two

trained leaders must be available for each ten mother-

child dyads. The needs of twenty individuals need to be

met and a program of education.administered. This cannot

be accomplished successfully without sufficient and app-

ropriately trained staff.

Teachers trained.to lead Mother-Toddler Groups should ,

be sensitive to c,hildren, to mothers (and fatherd) and to

the interaction between them. Leadeiss must be conscious

of their own feelings toward. the individudl members of the

group and be able to clarify their own personal impressions

apart from professional perceptions of each parent and

Child.

Furthermore, it should be understood by all members

of the group that the leaders are trustworthy and will'

keep the content of any discussibn private and confiden-

tial.

Interest in toddlers and their parents is growing

rapidly within the field of Early Childhood Education and

in clinical settings. Hopefully,'this thesis wili!--add to



the growing body of knowledge about parents and children

between the, ages of one and three. This work is also an

enddavor to encourage others to enter the field in order to

teach, inquire, evaluate or in other ways add to inform-

ation and understanding related to a fascinating area of

hump activity:.

O
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Appendix a.
PROPOSAL FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT` OF A

TODDLER GROUP PROGRAM AT ADAT ARI EL

Toddlers can be pleasurable and difficult almost at

the same time. Parents,areconstantly baffled by the

meaning of what their young child is doing or saying.

Regular contact with someone who is a professional in the

field of Early Childhood can be helpful in interpreting

what is happ4ning as children interact in a play setting.

Parents observing their child at play with others can

Zimetimes use the assurance that w1 'is taking place is

part of natural growth and development.

A Toddler Group Program wherein mothers and their

children meet with an individualt, knowledgeable and ex-

perienced in the field of Early Childhood, once a week for

t.

two hours, can be one way of giving parents and children

the means of being together to observe and learn from one

another.

A pre-school setting, such as the existing Adat Ari El

emery School, with some additional equipthent such as

some age-appropriate toys (the children involved will be

two year-olds) is ideal. Such a setting is spacious,

suitably scaled to the size of very young children, and

pleasantly child-like. Indoor and outdqor facilities

would be Available to allow for a maximum number of opp-

ortunities to experience a broad play environment.

Tthers should be allowed to be present at all times
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so that:'bot11-they and their children can see each other and

yet be free to distance themselvee,for some experience in
, .

'-independence-. ,t)

One gqal of such a Toddler Group wotild,be to build' to

a program where the mothers involved will have some time,

relatively uninterrupted by children, to spend with the

professional leader. The professional would use this time

to lead discussions in all aspects of child development

and parenting. However, recognizing ,the facts that young,

children find it hard to be away from their mothers with

another caretaker; and that mothers need to feel tzitstin

someone new caring for their children, enough time has to

be allowed for a comfortable separation of this type to
a

to take place. The subject matter discussed at any such

Toddler Group would grow naturally out of what is observed

as the children play and from needs the mothers themselves,

express.

For the greatest amount of safety and program success

two professionals (or one professional and one trained

assistant) need to be available for each eight mothers

and their children.

Bringing mothers and their children togetherin a

Jewish setting where family life is revered can offer an

opportunity to share'the concerns, experiences, and joys

of motherhood. The group experience can help motherd

gain a positive view of themselves and tbeir children.
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Appendix b.

4-1.1,E) 11 713
Form:rho 'Valley ',with Cortinsuntty Center and Temple

Dear Friends:

0

July 8, 1974

The Adat Ari El keligious School is pleased to announce

the establishment ,of a Toddler Group Program for pre -

nursery age Olildren (15 to 30-months) and their mothers.

The program will he held, on Mondays,. 10:00 A.M. to 12 Noon,

Starting September 9th. Enrollment fee: $15.00 per month.

Group size will he limited.

The program will he open to both members, and non-members

and we would appreciate your informing yodr neighbors and

friends of this opportunity. interested parents should

return the bottom portion of this letters by mail.

To: Adat Ari El Nursery School
5540 Laurel Canyon,Boulevard
North Hollywood, Cal. 01607

Sincerely,

Education Department

We are interested ins the Adat Ari El Toddler Program. Please mail

us a registration form.

Name of. Parents

Address

Phone

ow* a.m.... 0111

*I. CONED .,
Street . City Zip Code

Child's name Birthdate:
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IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A

TODDLER GROUP PROGRAM AT ADAT ARI EL

Toddlers can be pleasurable and difficult almost at the

same time. Parents are constantly.baffled by the meaning

of what their young child is doing or saying. Regular con-

tact with someone who is a professional in the field of

Early Childhood can be helpful in interpreting what is hap-

pening as children interact in a play setting. Parents< obr

serving their child at play with others can sometimes use

the assurance that what is taking place is part of natural

growth and development.,

A Toddler Group Program wherein'' mothers and their children

meet with an individual, knowledgeable and experienced in

the field of Early Childhood, once a week for two hours,'

can be one way of giving paren,fs and children the means of

being together to observe and learn from one another. The

pre-school betting at Adat Ari El Nursery School Is ideal.

The indoor and outdoor facilities are available to allow

for a maximum number of opportunities to experience a broad

play environment.

The participating mothers' will have, some time, relatively

uninterrupted .by children, to spend with the professional

leaden/ and discuss all aspects of child development.

Bringing mothers and their children together in a Jewish

setting where family life is revered will offer an oppor-

tunity to share the concerns, experiences and joys of,

motherhood. The group experience will help mothers gain

a positive'view of themselves and their children.

4:0
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Appendix c.

`Condensed Log

The following is a condensation of the log of a

Mother- Toddler Discussion Group. The group began with

eight women'j then at, the third session three more members '

were ,added. From time to time husbands were in attendance:

with or without" their,wives. There were also occasions 1

when grandparents were present. o
, I

- The group met at Temple Adat Ar.i El weekly as part,

.of an on-going class in parent.education. Eight of the

eleven,women were firit time mothers. All were college

graduates. One.woman, Was taking college ciasbes for
i.

pleasure, one woman was writing a Doctoral thesis, and one

woman was attending law schodl. Three husbands were law-

yers and one (a teacher) was attending law school. Of

the seven remaining fathers' occupations there was one
,

psychologist, one architect, one radiologist, one who

owned a pharmacutical laboratory, two who were in business

and one whose work was unknown to-us. Each set of

parents had been married for at least four years and all

the children had been born in California.

Session 1

Five out of eight mothers who had signed up came to this
first session. Mothers'were asked to sit near their
chi7oftren and 'allow them to explore the toys and art r..at-
erials we had out. Mothers seemed anxious about their
children performing properly. They checked with the
teachers about how many'pieces of paper to use and the
right ways of playing with certain toys. The children
stayed near their, mothers and explored with their hands and
mouths as children this age do; We introduced ourselves,
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' informally, and some of themothers.asked-where the
others lived and how'oold their children were. Mothers.
seemed pleased with the way the classroom was set up and
the variety of Materials and toys available.

Session 2

Seven out of the eight mothers came and they asked how
big the group would be. We explained that we felt about
ten members would work best. There were new introductions
and the mothers who had been present last week molted
around with their' children a little more.' Mothers asked
if. they could have each others phone numbers and I agreed
to make up- a roster,. The mothers also asked about snack
time. It agreed that each mother would take a turn
and bring in something healthy for a snack rather than
'treats.'

Sessibn 3
t '

During the week there' had been many new inquiries about'

the Mother-Toddler-Class. Three new mothers were enrolled
by the secretary not realizing we had limited the grout)

to ten members. Ten out of eleven mothers came. Scme
of the mothers who had already attended preeyeeks wanted
a discussion session and felt their children would be
comfortable with-Soni. Jenny talked,abodt her daughter
Mary having a tantrum. She and her husband had },been
panicked about what to do. Aftei forty-five minutes the
pediatrician suggested taking Mary to the Emdrgency

Hospital. By the time the family had arrived, Mary stopped..

Mother admitted hoping that the reason for Mary's behavior
was physical out of fear that she had done something
damaging emotionally in her interaction with Mary. When

we looked at the events prior to Mary's tantrum,a cleb.rer
picture began to unfold. Mother had been sick and had
stayed in bed while father too); care of Mary. Essentially
she was there to wave at but unavailable,. 'Also Mary had
been,lett with a new babysitter. Also,'mother had been
saying 'no' and Mary had been upset. We talked about
feelings of being-out of control and what might be the
best way.of handling a child who has reached the point
of hysterics. We did this by exploring what we might
wish to have done to us if we felt out of control.
Mothers also shared some of the things they'do for relax-

ation. Some are going to school, some have hobbies.
There were a couple (Judy, Nicole) who have no interests

outside their homes and children.
5

Session 4

I following up last week's discussion of tantrums I asked

enny how things had gone during the week. She said our
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discussion about sharing true feelings with our children
really helped and.when Mary did get out of control again
she was abbe to hold her and calm her do*ni,. She'said she' :

had kept talking and Mary seemed to understand. Judy
asked about discipline and 'spoiling', a child., She asks
a lotof questions in and out of the discussion group,

hard to really find, out what she really want..
Lenny, her son, got very upset during snack time,. We . ,

helped her 'work it out. Essentially, he wanted to unwrap. :
a piece of cheese himself,but Judy doesn't seem able to
tune in on what.he is trying to communicate to. her.
Olive askedabout.children getting 'oven excited.' When
we pursued this it became clear that Milly, her daughter,
was'attempting to behave more autonomously and getting
herself and her parents all worked Soni'and I, both
tried talking to Ellen who does not pay enough attention
to Peter's safety; he does wander off if the gate is,'
open and it is usually someone else who notices him
going. Ellen is enraptured of her son and when she-does
bring him back from wandering off she hugs and kisses
him while telling him how bad he is.

Session 5

With four mothers absent the smaller group made a very
relaxed, quiet morning. Children moved easily from one
activity to another. Soni and I were able to'spend more
time with individual mother's. We both tried to move in
more with Ellen who is still not very watchful of Peter.
When we seem to get through to her she will grabhim and
smother him with kisses telling us how wonderful he -is.
Judy is having a very hard time She has a three month

' old infant who is getting her up at night. Although she
has help in the house full time she doesn't seem to get
any ,time for herself. She usually' comes in late and we
took time together to watch exactly what Lenny does. He
checked out the whole rooms rattling the bird cage, grab.
bing toys from other children, painted_on someone's
painting, knocking a chair over. His mother cornered
Beverly, who also has a young infant, and spilled out
all her problems. Beverly. says this happens on the phone
too. When Lenny realized his mother was not available he
started -to throw chairs right near her so that she finally
responded; We had been watching him and seeing that he
did not hurt anyone but during the discussion we tried to
establish the expectation that during class time the .

mothers were to be available to their children and Lenny :
especially needed this.

Session 6

Mothers and children are now greeting each other like old
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friends. The first hour is very relaxed and all the
mothers are enjoyingtheir,children. Soni and I are able
to get around and attend to them quite a bit. Beverly\
has decided that Lynn is really ready for pre-school (she's
right) and will be leaving out group. Judy cornered
other mothers today with her tales of woevthey are very.
sympathetic. Some mothers asked if we could have coffee
available and Simone asked about a potty chair since she
had begun toilet training Kim. We said we would make these
things available. We talked about toilet training and
many mothers expretsed how apprehensive they were about it:

Settion 7

came. in late because one of my children was ill. We
talked about feelings a mother has-when-her child is ill.
Jenny and Rochelle admitted that they panic when their
children get sick. In some way they feel they have
failed to keep them\.healthy. Sbe talked about'separation
troblets-she was having with her'four-year-old and we
talkecrgenerally about separation and what it means to
children.

' Session 8 cr.

The mothe s shared their different Thanksgiving experiences
with their families. They enjoyed being with loved ones
but Olive and Rochelle felt that it was too overwhelming
for their children and found the whole experience trying.
They shared how hard it is to enjoy yourself with a
little one around. Jenny and Simone talked about missing
Beverly. Both expressed feelings of envy since they
feel their.childrep.are still so youngand dependent.
Rochelle talked fol-- quite a while about how differently
she and her husband feel about child rearing and how
.frustrated she gets. Her husband seems unusually over-:
protective of Lenny. Lenny does get very "high" sometimes
when he is excited. Soni has noticed too. Rochelle wants
to take a weekend vacation but her husband is Nery
distrustful about who cares for Lenny. The group was
sympathetic and supportive o,f her.

.Setsion 9

Rochelle was absent. Jenny had talked to her and said !

Lenny was sick and Rochelle's husband was very upset. We
talked about bringing sick children to class. Everyone
had something to say about it. I feel, sure at this' point
that the mothers would question one another freely if
they thought someone had brought a sick child. Ellen told
us she will be going to Israel for about five weeks and
would have to miss class. Olive asked about explaining
sex to a_four-year-old. ,Wetalked for a while about how

3.2.0
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to handle the explanation of sex. Olive and Sue who both
have older childreb said their, children had asked sooner
than they had anticipated. The mothers shared how pre-
pared or unprepared they had been as young children and
the shock oflearning about sex. I steered the conversa-
tion around to how they might want this handled for their'
children, who would do it, and when. We talked about
when vocabulary can be introduced. How genital manip-
ulation is not unusual even in toddlers. Some of,the
mothers said that their children had handled their gen-
itals and they had not been sure what to. do. We then
talked about the fact that we and bur spouses need to'
feel comfortable about our chosen amount of nudity and
privacy as a guide to how much explanation might be
needed for each._family.

Session 10

Today Laurie came back .and brought her grandfather. Her,

mother'has been taking exams. Mr. C. played with Laurie
beautifully and even changed her diaper. I asked how he
felt 'about it all. He enjoys taking care of his grand-
childrerwhe had done it with his owh children privately
because he felt embarrassed. .He said he envied the young
fathers of today_since it was_okay_to-help-one4s-wife
taking care of children. The mothers found this sur-
prising since they did not experience their husbands as

helpful. Judy felt it was all her responsibility and'

Betty took exception to this. Some mothers were angry
saying they had tried and wished their husbands would

do more. Betty, Sue and Simone said it could be done and

explained how they discussed with their husbands and:0
worked outsome sharing of responsibilities. We also
talked about toilet ,training again.

Session 11

We talked about communicating with the children, by talk-
ing and.showing them what we mean. We also discussed how
to look for a nursery school and what kinds of questions
to ask when visiting them. Simone and Kim will be leaving
our class. We talked 'about`how we would say goodbye and
how important it is for `all the children to participate
in saying hello and goodbye. We also looked at Kim who is_
two years, eleven months and at how ready she is to
handle a pre - school situation without cher mother. We-had,
the potty chair and JimiliY sat on it. There was also
discuision'among the mothers who have careers or who are
studying about the conflicts they experience leaving their
children (Sue, Betty, Olive and Sandra). Also we talked
about aggression among the children and about beginning to
let the' children handle their own conflicts, supporting

L.
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them, but not encouraging them togive in:in orderlto

keep peace

Session 12

122

. -

Mothers talked about missing class last week. Also some

of the children asked about Aim Who now goes to nursery

school. We discussed helping the children communicating
with each other: I explained how it is importnt at this .

point for the children to feel their parents support and 0.

help in holding on to what they want or getting things

from other people.

Sess&pn 13

Marilyn and Andrea joined the class today. They stayed I

close to their children and behaved much the same way

that our 'old' mothers had done at the beginnirig. The

mothers were all very helpful in helping Marilyn and

Andrea adjust. Marilyn seems to want something more

intellecturally stimulating in all,areas; I wonder if this

classhas what sh-e''requires. Andrea shared an experience

that'She'd had with another woman. Eddie, her son, had

hit another child. The child's mother had attacked

Andrea for having such an aggressive child. Andrea had

felt helpless. The other mothers were supportive and

angry at the other woman. .They discussed ways of handling

this type of situation.

Session l4

This was Olive and Milly's last sesion. Milly will start

nursery school. Olive shared what she had found out by

visiting different schools and how good she felt about

the school she had chosen for Milly. Olive has to have

time to complete her Ddctoral thesis and this in part

prompted her to start Milly in'nursety school. She took a,

little time to talk about missing everyone -- then into

how she anticipated Milly's transfer into pre-school.

We all talked again about separation and how to help

children make adjustments to changes in their lives.

Session 15

We all missed Olive and Milly. Mothers talked a great

dtal about handling confl:l.cts between children especially

since Dorothy (Angela's daughter), Jimmy, Mary and Benjie

are starting to know and use the word "mine." We talked

abotit supporting the children in their feelings about

possession and ownership as a prerequisite to sharing

which comes later. Marilyn wanted to talk about subjects

unrelated to child rearing but the other mothers told her
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, that they felt this wat the main purpose of coming. Some
of the parents are beginning to get together-with-amt
without their children outside class time.' We talked
about visiting each others homes with children and
settiAd-limitsVand who makes the rules. Betty's mother
came.in--Wr Johnny today because Betty.is'taking a class
on the morn' g we meet. (I spoke to Betty during the
week and beca -de her mother only takes care of Johnny
one day a week I was concerned that the famy might not

I be able to take advantage of what ,the program
offered. Betty aid she would talk it over with Jack, her
husband, and let e know what they decided to do). Ellen
tame back' from Isr 1 and had lots to share.about,her

. experiences travelling with a toddler.
,

4

Session 16

Marilyn came, to the group to shale that she had decided to
drop out. She said she had found'a consciousness raising
group with child -care that meets on the same morning as
we do. Since her daughter, Dorothy, will be ready for
pre-sdhool soon she decided that right now she wanted
something for herself. Many of the mothers empathized
with her; some felt she should stay, but all respected
her decision. ,Jack, Betty's husband, brought .Johnny this
morning. Since Betty is going to clasd he will be bring-
ing Johnny except for some mornings when he has to be
in court. He was a welcome addition 'since Dick, Sandra's
husband, was also present. Both fathers added to the
discussion on sleep problems Which Jack brought up. .

Nicole and Andrea said they had some difficulties putting
their children to,bed. We talked about how a child feels
when he is put to' bed and the grownups are still up. We
also talked about dreaming and nightmares and how to
handle them.

Session 17

During the week I had called Judy to make a referral for
her to the Thalians PIPS. She had contacted thefil and
decidedto try the Toddler Program there. I told her I
would hold her place. Some of the children asked about
Dorothy and again we talked about how to help children
separatn. We are gettinelots of practice in saying
goodbye to friends. Also some of the mothers asked about
Judy's absence. They were relieved to hear that I had
sought some extra help forlier. Andrea brought up the
subject of eating problems and her concern about Eddie.
This soon turned lo her anxiety about the impending birth
of her second child. Nicole could relate to this since
she is due soon too. Jack announced that Betty is preg-
nant so the subject of second children and the adjustment
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--,76f-the-first_became the focus of the morning.
1

Session 18"

A mother visited the class today and I noticed forthe
first time' low stifling iirie to our discussions. After
she left Rochelleconfessed how she had been **inking
Jimmy and how bad-she felt about it. She seemed very*

' upset and frustrated' about having to keep. close watch on
Jimmy for her husband's peace ofmind. One of themothets
suggested she and.her.husband might need- some extrg help
to work things out They all understood hbw hard it is
to be in all day,with toddlers but also found it difficult',
to face the fact that there, are parents who spank and
possibly beat their children..

Session 19,

I spoke to Rochelle during the week in an effort to.sei
if she7would be interested in a referral. She said She
appreCiated the concern but her husband did not feel. ,

there wasany.problem. I suggested she might check with
her pediatrician on JimMY's tendency to get 'high' at
timest just to be on the safe side. Andrea had her baby
last week and came back today feeling good. ghe mothers

:were very impressed with the'fact that she had delivered
her daughter only ten days before. 'Nicole was very
envious since her child will -be delivered via,Caesarian
Section.

i

a

Session ko-

;Jenny's husband, Bill, came today. Jenny is thinking
about going back to work and the discussion revolved
around when the best time is to'leave' a child for long
periods of time each day. Dick and Jack were present, and
they added a great deal from the husband's point of view.
Rochelle said she had taken Jimmy to the pediatrician and
that the doctor felt he was alright., Jack shated how

. guilty he feels when he says no to Johnnyand-then
,

Johnny, cries. Many of the mothers were, able to empathize
with him. It's nice to have .a man who can share these
kinds of feelings so openly.

Sedsion 2

Nicole told as she wil
the week-end. Many mo

:as much as she wanted.
group. Sandra and Dic
interesting to e hows
each parent. talke

a

.;

.

!

be having her baby delivered on
ers offered to call,and help out
She really felt'good about the
both came with Laurie today: It's
differentlyLauile.behaves with
about experiences with pediatri-
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clans and how mothers depend on them and are so often I,'
..

I \

disappointed. 'Johnny and Benjie got into a fight over a

toy and I was able to demonstrate how to help the ,child-

,,, . ren, sort things out. We talked about-respecti g each
child's feelings and how to help them express t emselves.

Session 22
1

Matt (Nicole's husband) brought Benjie today. Nicole had :\

delivered her second spn over the weekend. The mothers

were glad things had gone well. Matt ,played beautifully
with Benjie; it was a pleasiire to-see. Matt shared how
ha-rd it was for him at' home without a wife. His mother- :

in-law ishelping them but Benjie misses his mother and

r the grandmother-is hurt because Benjie cannot accept her.

. We all shared sympathies with Matt and suggested,he send
his mother-in-law next week. Some of the mothers asked
about Judy and I told them she is trying-the group at
PIPS and that I would keep them informed. Our Snack
included Matzos today and the children had a fine time
spreading peanut butter on them themselves.

Session 23

Benjie Came today with 'his grandmother and all the mothers
were helpful in explaining how hard it is for a toddler

to be without his mother. They also talked about how
mucH their own mothers had or had not been of help,.and
h6w gratifying it must be that Nicole had a mother who

was willing to do so much. Eddie bit Johnny'S hand today.
We decided that Johnny is too immature to really-under-

stand what's going on. We decided that we would try and

watch him more closely and Andrea would show her dis-
approval as best she could. She was very embarrassed and

willing to try anything to rectify what had happ4ned.

The mothers (especially Betty) were very understanding and
supportive. Dick and Sandra came and said they would be

,studying for the Bar Exam and that they would be dropping -

out of the group.

Session 24 .

Dick, Sandra and Laurie all came to sax goodbye;
were all quite upset about leaving. Sandra was worried

about what they would' be missing especially since Laurie
is beginning to,show interest in toilet training. We

talked about sometimes giving up things in order, to gains

something else. She is determined to finish-school and

Dick is very supportive,of her. Jack said he would miss
the other regular father in the group. Judy returned and

made an entrance about halfway through the morning.

feel the group welcomed her with mixed feelings; She had
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attended the PIPS Toddler Group twice and had dropped
out because Lenny was

r

=.
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